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Summary 

 

Flavin-binding blue-light (BL) sensor proteins (Fl-Blues) of bacterial origin have been 

investigated in this work with diverse biophysical methods, with the aim to characterize their 

photophysical and photochemical properties. Investigations have been carried out both in 

vitro and in vivo, to explore their potential in advance cellular applications and establish novel 

methods of analysis. Besides the lab work, extensive in silico analysis have been performed, 

in the attempt to optimize searching in public databanks, identify novel Fl-Blues and gain 

hints on their evolution patterns.  

Main object of lab work has been the protein YtvA from Bacillus subtilis, a BL-photoreceptor 

involved in environmental stress responses. Its photosensing unit is a LOV (Light, Oxygen 

and Voltage) domain, that binds oxidized flavin mononucleotide (FMN) as a photoactive 

chromophore, brightly fluorescent in the dark-adapted state. BL illumination triggers a 

photocycle with formation of a FMN-cysteine covalent adduct (light adapted or lit state), with 

complete loss of fluorescence and concomitant activation of a biological response (signaling). 

The adduct thermally recovers to the dark-state with breakage of the covalent bond, on a time 

scale of hours at room temperature. This protein is thus naturally bi-stable, both for its optical 

and biological properties. 

Using steady-state and time resolved optical spectroscopies, we could show here that 

application of violet or UVA light to the adduct is able to induce a photoequilibrium, with 

partial recovery of the dark-adapted state and of FMN fluorescence. In other words, YtvA was 

demostrated to be a photochromic system. It was possible to calculate the quantum yield of 

the photoinduced light-to-dark reaction as ca. 0.05, that is about 1/10 the efficiency of the 

forward dark-to-light photochemical step. This newly discovered photochromism of YtvA, 

allowed us to show its potential in super-resolution microscopy, in particular using 

Fluorescence Photo-activation Localization Microscopy (FPALM) to visualize YtvA 

fluorescence inside transformed Escherichia coli cells with nanometer precision [1]. In order 

to try to optimize and tune the photochromic, photochemical and spectral properties of YtvA, 

a set of mutagenized variants has been designed and investigated. In particular we were able 

to identify amino acids that act as major spectral tuners in the UVA region, and other residues 

able to strongly affects the dynamics of the photocycle [2].  

Another notable property of YtvA has emerged by performing epifluorescence microscopy 

experiments on living cells expressing the proteins. During these studies, still at a preliminary 

stage, it became clear that the level of hydration is able to affect the thermal recovery rate of 
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the photocycle, a property that is relevant to understand the effects of water on this kind of 

systems and for applications in vivo.  

Genome digging has revealed, during the last decade, that LOV domains are widespread 

among the three life domains and are emerging as BL sensing systems not only in plants, but 

also in prokaryotes. On full-length proteins LOV modules they are usually linked to diverse 

effector domains that determine the biological functionality of the protein itself. A second and 

different type of BL-sensor, also widespread among prokaryotes, is the so-called BLUF (Blue 

Light sensing Using Flavins), that upon light-activation undergoes a rapidly reversible 

hydrogen-bond (HB) switch. In this work we performed an extensive database search in order 

to have a comprehensive scenario of LOV and BLUF proteins in the prokaryotic world, 

inspect phylogenetic pathways and discover possible novel functionalities for effector 

domains, a feature connected with optogenetics [3, 4]. From distance-trees obtained by using 

neighbouring-methods, it was observed that most LOV and BLUF domains from organisms 

belonging to the same phylum are neighbour, but that in many cases clustering occurs 

according to effector functions associated to the photosensing domains [3]. Metagenomics 

and bio-informatic analysis have only recently been initated, but signatures are beginning to 

emerge that allow definition of a bona fide LOV or BLUF domain, aiming at better selection 

criteria for novel BL sensors based on sequence logos [4]. Taking advantage of these new 

criteria it was built, for the first time, the phylogenetic tree for archaeal LOV domains that 

have reached a statistically significant number, but have not at all been investigated so far [4].  
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Abbreviations  

 

The following list contains all abbreviations repeatedly used in this thesis excluding common 

SI units. For DNA bases and amino acids the standard one or three letter codes were used, 

respectively. 

 

aa: amino acid 

AMP: adenosine monophosphate (5'-adenylic acid) 

Asphot: Avena sativa phototropin 

ATP: adenosine-triphosphate 

Atphot: Arabidopsis thaliana phototropin 

BL: blue-light 

BLUF: sensor of blue-light using FAD domain 

BLUFRED: BLUF domain red-shifted signalling state 

BsYtvA: Bacillus subtilis YtvA 

cAMP: cyclic adenosine monophosphate 

c-di-GMP: cyclic diguanylate                 

cGMP: cyclic guanosine monophosphate 

CRY: cryptochrome 

EAL: diguanylate phosphodiesterase domain 

EcYcgF:  Escherichia coli YcgF 

EM: electron microscopy 

EPS: extracellular polymeric substances 

FAD: flavin adenine dinucleoctide 

FbFPs: FMN-binding fluorescent proteins 

FCS: fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 

Fl-Blues: flavin-binding blue/UVA light sensors  

FLIM: fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy 

FMN: flavin mononucleotide  

FP: fluorescent protein 

FPALM: fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy 

GAF: cGMP phosphodiesterase, adenylyl cyclase and FhlA protein 

GFP: green fluorescent protein 

GGDEF: diguanylate cyclise 
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GMP: diguanylate                 

GSR: general stress response 

GTP: guanosine-triphosphate 

HB: hydrogen bond/-ing 

HK: histidine kinase (domain) 

HTH: helix- turn- helix DNA-binding domain 

LFP: laser flash photolysis 

LIOAS: laser induced optoacustic spectroscopy 

LOV: light, oxygen, voltage (domain) 

LOV390 LOV signaling state, also called light-adapted or lit state 

LOV447: LOV dark-adapted state 

LOV660: LOV excited triplet-state 

LOV-HK: LOV histidine kinase 

MCP: Methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins 

ORF: open reading frame 

ox, sq, hq: oxidized, semiquinone, hydroquinone  

PAC: photoactivated adenylyl cyclase 

PALM: photoactivation localization microscopy 

PAS: Per Arnt Sim domain 

Phot: phototropin 

PHY: phytochrome 

PL: photolyase                            

PpsR: dimeric repressor  

PSF: point spread function 

PYP: photoactive yellow protein 

RESOLFTS: reversible saturable optical fluorescence transition 

RF: riboflavin 

RR: response regulator 

Rs AppA: Rhodobacter sphaeroides  AppA 

SCHIC: sensor containing heme instead of cobalamin 

SPOIIE: Sporulation stage II, protein E C-terminal/Protein phosphatase 2C-related 

SSIM: saturated structured illumination microscopy  

STAS: sulfate transporter anti-sigma factor antagonist (domain) 

STED: stimulated emission depletion 
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STORM: stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy 

TPE: two-electron excitation 

UV: ultraviolet 

VIS: visible light 

YtvA-WT: wild type YtvA 

YFP: yellow fluorescent protein 

YtvaD: dark-adapted state of YtvA 

YtvaL: light-adapted state of YtvA 
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1. Introduction 

 

During this research work I have studied flavin-binding blue-light(BL)/UVA sensor proteins (Fl-

Blues) with the aim to: i. develop new investigation methods for their photophysical and 

functional characterization, both for in vitro and in vivo studies; ii. identify and/or optimize via an 

extended mutagenesis approach, their potential for advanced biophysical and biotechnological 

applications, such as superresolution microscopy and optogenetics; iii. develop methods to 

facilitate the in silico search for novel Fl-Blues, important for the identification of novel proteins 

and novel associated functions, with relevance for the above mentioned applications and to get 

insights into the evolutionary pathways of these increasingly important photoreceptors. The 

proteins I have worked with, comprise photosensors of the Light-Oxygen-Voltage (LOV) and 

Blue-Light-sensing Using Flavin (BLUF) superfamilies, introduced below.  

 

1.1. Fl-Blues, ubiquitous and versatile blue-light/UVA sensing proteins 
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Figure 1.1. a) The three flavin chromophores of BL sensors. Riboflavin (RB) consists of a 7,8-dimethyl-
isoalloxazine ring linked to D-ribitol. FMN and FAD are the phosphorylated and adenosylated forms of riboflavin, 
respectively. b) Absorption spectrum of FMN in water, scaled to show the absorption coefficients at the different 
wavelengths. This spectrum exemplifies a fully oxidized form of the chromophore and is basically the same for the 
three derivatives. I, II, III indicate the three major electronic transitions in the visible, UVA and UVB region 
respectively.  
 

During the last decade the study of Fl-Blues belonging to the cryptochrome (Cry), LOV and 

BLUF proteins, has registered a continuously growing interest. For almost 200 years scientists 
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had reported on light color effects on plant growth and morphogenesis, but BL-photoreceptors 

could be identified and characterized only at the beginning of this century, followed by an 

outburst of structural and functional data [1]. It became soon clear that plant BL-photoreceptors 

bind riboflavin (RF) derivatives, such as flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and flavin adenine 

dinucleotide (FAD) (Figure 1.1), immediately initiating a new discussion, as the dogma of 

chromophore isomerization in photoreceptors (e.g. in rhodopsins and phytochromes) was broken 

[2]. Flavins can switch between different oxidation states, referred to as “ox”= fully oxidized, 

“sq” = one electron reduced or semiquinonic form,“hq” = hydroquinone, two electron reduced 

form. sq and hq can be protonated/deprotonated with pKa-values of ca. 8 and 6, respectively [3]. 

All these species show different absorbance and photoreactivity features in the UVB-, UVA-, and 

visible range. The absorption spectrum of ox is composed of three major ππ* bands, centered at 

ca. 446, 370 and 265 nm and characterizes (Figure 1.1) the dark-adapted state of LOV and BLUF 

proteins (see paragraph 1.2). The sq species is strongly red shifted, with a maximum at ca. 650 

nm, while hq species shows an unstructured spectrum with a maximum in the UVB range. Upon 

light excitation, the redox potential dramatically shifts from ca. -0.3 V to + 1.9 V, i.e. 

photoexcited flavins state are strongly oxidant. Other important photophysical properties are the 

high triplet quantum yield (ca. 0.5-0.7) of the ox state and its noticeable fluorescence quantum 

yield (ΦF) of 0.25-0.3 (for FMN and riboflavin). 

 

Fl-Blues exhibit multiple photo-regulated functions in the living world. In plants, phot and Cry 

are originally related to phototropism and to the inhibition of hypocotyl elongation during 

photomorphogenesis respectively [2]. Other BL-regulated processes include circadian rhythms 

entrainment and flowering, stomatal opening, leaf expansion, chloroplast accumulation/avoidance 

movements, inhibition of hypocothyl growth during photomorphogenesis. The multiple roles of 

plant FL-Blues are mirrored now by a growing understanding of their involvement in light-to-

signal conversion in microorganisms. In other words, Fl-Blues are rapidly conquering the field of 

BL photobiology in all three domains of life. Physiology, chronobiology, microbiology, 

evolutionary biology, biophysics, and biotechonology are the major research areas involved 

(Figure 1.2). Although still few case stories have been described, Fl-Blues seem to constitute 

light-perceptive systems also in prokaryotes, a sort of primitive visual tools integrated with other 

signal-transduction systems for screening and responding to environmental conditions. The 
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widespread occurrence of Fl-Blues offers a unique possibility of exploring the evolution and 

ecological significance of BL through soluble photoreceptors.  

Last but not least, Fl-Blues have a large potential as tools for light-control of cellular functions 

(optogenetics) [4] and as fluorescent reporters in conditions not suitable for green-fluorescent 

proteins and derivatives, e.g., anaerobic/microaerobic systems or small viral genomes [5]. 

 

 
 
Figure 1.2. Research topics for flavin-binding, BL receptors (Fl-Blues). Besides their mechanism of activation, 
signal propagation and signal transduction, their function in vivo is being actively investigated. The wide-spread 
occurrence of Fl-Blues in the prokaryotic world prompts investigation of their evolution pathways and phylogenetic 
history [6]. Flavins are ubiquitous chromophores, thus favoring intracellular biotechnological applications, where Fl-
blues are being exploited as fluorescent reporters, photochromic proteins for nanoscopy or photoactivable tools for 
optogenetics. 
 
As mentioned above, Fl-Blues can be classified as three distinct types: LOV, BLUF and Cry 

proteins. LOV and BLUF domains are relatively small and compact folds (ca. 100-110 aa), 

binding a single flavin chromophore (FMN or FAD). Their photosensing and photoresponding 

properties, characterized by defined photochemical reactions and spectral features (par. 1.2) are 

linked to diverse effector/regulator functions in a large array of different proteins [6]. Cry instead 

are two-chromophore proteins, structurally and functionally related to the DNA-repairing 

enzymes photolyases (PL), with which they form the large Cry/PL family [7]. Contrary to PL, 

that catalyze the light-dependent repair of UV-induced DNA lesions, Cry proteins mainly 

function as sensors and have lost or show a strongly reduced capability of DNA repair activity. 

The divergent Cry/PL superfamily [8] spread with diverse functional significance in Archaea, 

Bacteria and Eukarya (including animals), is still a matter of debate as for the distinction between 

sensorial and photo-activated PL-like activity and will not be dealt further here. Here we will 
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focus on LOV and BLUF proteins, given their peculiar relevance and versatility in the 

prokaryotic world and their applicability in advanced biophysical techniques. 

1.2 Structural and spectral properties of LOV and BLUF domains 

 

LOV and BLUF domains are minimal and compact photosensing modules (ca 100–110 aa) with 

characteristic and well defined α/β folds (Figure 1.3) [2],[9]. The secondary structure elements of 

the core domains are conventionally named AβBβCαDαEαFαGβHβIβ (LOV) and β1α1β2β3α2β3 

(BLUF) [27]. In LOV domains, a subgroup of the PAS (Per Arnt Sim) superfamily, the five 

antiparallel β-strands form a robust β-sheet surface that anchors the flexible helical connector 

CαDαEαFα [9]. The reactive cysteine responsible for photochemistry (vide infra) (Figure 1.3, 

1.4a) is located within the Dα-Eα loop, at the N-terminal side of helix E. In BLUF domains the 

β-scaffold is also formed by five strands, partially organized in a parallel arrangement and 

basically running perpendicular to the isoalloxazine ring. The two Tyr and Gln residues that 

determine BLUF photocycle are placed on β1 and β3 respectively (Figures 1.3, 1.4b). Variable, 

mostly helical regions flank the α/β core and are often part of interfaces in oligomeric structures 

[2].  

 

LOV                                                                BLUF
 

 

Figure 1.3.Three-dimensional structures of (left) LOV and (right) BLUF domains (core regions) showing the bound 
flavin chromophore (in black) and the secondary structure elements (red: helices, blue: strands). Figures created from 
the PDB entries 2PR5 (YtvA from Bacillus subtilis) and 1X0P (Tll0078 protein from Thermosynechococcus 

elongatus) respectively. 
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The photocycle of LOV domains starts from the dark-adapted state LOV447 (the subscript 

indicates the absorption maximum) in which ox FMN is non-covalently bound within an 

amphipatic cavity (Figure 1.4a), showing a vibrationally resolved absorption spectrum and ΦF ca. 

0.25 [9]. The photoprocess involves transient formation of a covalent bond between FMN-C(4a) 

and a conserved cysteine (light-adapted or lit-state, LOV390), via the short µs decay of the FMN 

triplet state, with loss of fluorescence and a dramatic change in the absorption spectrum (Figure 

1.5). Formation of LOV390 involves the establishment of new C(4a)-S and N-H(5) bonds, 

suggested to proceed via the fast decay of a FMNH•-H2CS• radical pair after spin inversion [10]. 

The driving force for the thermal recovery reaction to LOV447 is given by the high energy content 

of LOV390 (ca. 110-140 kJ/mol) that suggests a strained protein conformation [11].  
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Figure 1.4a. Blue-light triggered photocycle of a LOV domain, with thermal recovery. The adduct is formed via the 
triplet state decay on the µs time-scale, possibly with a FMN radical, still uncharacterized, as an intermediate species. 
Modified from [12]. 
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Nevertheless, breakage of the covalent FMN-C(4a) bond implies a high activation barrier of ca. 

100 kJ/mol, thus rendering the overall duration of the photocycle strongly temperature dependent 

and sensitive to amino acids substitutions, especially in close vicinity of the chromophore [13], 

[14]. 

The thermal recovery rate is also highly variable among LOV domains, despite their high 

structural homology, ranging from few seconds to several hours around 20-25 °C (Figure 1.4a) 

[9], [15]. The first bacterial protein for which a LOV-type photocycle has been identified, is 

YtvA from the soil bacterium Bacillus subtilis (BsYtvA) [11]. 

Intriguingly, LOV domains appear to be photochromic systems, in that LOV390 can be 

photoswitched back to LOV447, yet with low efficiency, by using UVA/violet light [16], a feature 

that, for YtvA, has been explored and thoroughly investigated during this research work (see 

Results section), given its importance in superresolution microscopy [17].  

 

In BLUF domains light excitation of the FAD chromophore induces a reversible red-shifted 

absorption spectrum, corresponding to the putative signaling state BLUFRED (Figure 1.4b and 

Figure 1.5) [9]. This spectral change is dictated by a hydrogen bonds- (HB-) switch reaction 

involving N(5), O(4), and a conserved tyrosine-glutamine couple (Figure 1.4b) [9], [18], [19]. 

The lifetime for recovery of the dark-adapted state ranges from a few seconds to several minutes. 

BLUFRED formation involves light-driven, ultrafast electron and proton transfer from the 

conserved tyrosine residue to FAD, followed by HB rearrangement and radical-pair 

recombination [20].  
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Figure 1.4b. A proposed reaction mechanism for photoinduced hydrogen-bond switching in BLUF domains. 
Ultrafast sequential electron and proton transfer for a radical pair that recombines promoting a flipping of a 
glutamine side chain, ultimately resulting in hydrogen bonds rearrangement, without a change in flavin oxidation 
state. Modified from [20]. 
 

Electron transfer could also facilitate glutamine tautomerization, a mechanism that has been put 

forward based on theoretical calculations to account for discrepancies, in structural studies, 

regarding the orientation of Gln lateral chain [21]. The first bacterial protein for which a BLUF-

type photocycle has been characterized, is AppA from the facultative phototroph Rhodobacter 

sphaeroides (RsAppA) [22].  
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Figure 1. 5. Left, absorption spectra of a LOV domain (here the protein YtvA from Bacillus subtilis) in its dark-
adapted (black line) and light-activated state (red) [11]; right, the same for a BLUF domain (here the protein YcgF 
from Escherichia coli, Aba Losi unpublished). 
 

LOV and BLUF photocycles require that the flavin chromophore is fully oxidized in the dark-

adapted state, raising the possibility that these photoreceptors could be transiently light-

insensitive under reducing conditions, that may occur within the cell [23]. 

 

Besides the substrate cysteine, the sole residue responsible for photochemistry, a set of super 

conserved amino acids seem to be necessary to define a functionally active, photochemically 

competent LOV domain. The same holds for BLUF proteins, for which also super conserved and 

essential amino acids can be identified [6] These super conserved residues form the basis for 

sequence search and optimization described in this work.  
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1.3 Propagating signals: coupling photons to signal transduction 

 

In full length LOV and BLUF proteins, the small and structurally well defined, globular 

photosensing units (LOV and BLUF domains) are linked to diverse effector domains that 

determine the functionality of the protein itself; in prokaryotic Fl-Blues typical associated 

functions are represented by HK (histidine kinases) of the two-component systems, phosphatases 

of the SPOIIE (Sporulation stage II, protein E C-terminal/Protein phosphatase 2C-related) type, 

cyclases, and phosphodiesterases for the bacterial second messenger c-di-GMP (cyclic 

diguanylate) [6], [24],. The photochemical events depicted in subsection 1.2 trigger intradomain 

and intraprotein signal propagation, via conformational changes that travel from the chromophore 

cavity to molecular surfaces, ultimately affecting interdomain and/or protein-protein interactions, 

and regulating the activity of the associated effectors or/and the interplay with regulator domains 

[25].  

The high variability and modularity of LOV and BLUF proteins still allows identification of 

some common mechanisms for signal propagation and delivery. In LOV domains the extended β-

sheet is a true chromophore/ environment interface: on the cavity side it hosts residues directly 

interacting with the isoalloxazine ring of FMN, affecting chromophore stability, spectroscopic 

properties and the dynamics of the photocycle [14]; at its external surface side, the β-sheet 

contacts helical regions flanking the LOV-core or effector domains, or is part of LOV-LOV 

dimerization interfaces [13]. As an example, it is now generally accepted that a conserved 

“flipping” glutamine (Q123 in BsYtvA), located on strand Iβ and directly interacting with the 

chromophore, is important both in signal propagation and for the dynamics of the photocycle 

[13], [26]. 

The importance of the LOV-core β-sheet during signal transmission has been first highlighted for 

plant phototropins (phot). Phot are light-regulated Sr/Thr-kinases bearing two LOV domains in 

tandem, where BL illumination triggers the unfolding and detachment of the so-called Jα-linker 

that connects LOV2 to the kinase domain, thus stimulating autophosphorylation of phot [27]. In 

the dark-adapted state Jα instead is mostly docked on the β-scaffold of LOV2. The light-induced 

unfolding of Jα presently constitutes the basis for most LOV-based optogenetic applications [4]. 
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An alternative mechanism of signaling has been proposed for BsYtvA that forms dimers 

stabilized via the LOV domain β-sheet, whereby the Jα-linker is arranged as a coiled-coil in the 

dimeric structure: signal transmission to a linked effector domain should proceed via a torque 

mechanism of the coiled Jα-linker [28]. This proposal has received strong support from the 

published structure of a chimeric protein, SHK YF1, bearing the LOV domain of BsYtvA fused 

to a heterologous kinase [29].  

A third variant of signal transmission in LOV proteins has been described for EL222 from 

Erythrobacter litoralis. EL222 bears a HTH motif, and is able to bind to its target only after 

being illuminated with BL and having undergone dimerization. In the dark-adapted state, a helix 

involved in HTH dimerization is sequestered into interactions with the β-sheet surface of the 

LOV domain, and the latter also competes for the same surface of HTH devoted to DNA-binding 

[30].  

For other LOV proteins, dimerization involving the central β-sheet surface and/or helical caps 

located N- or C-terminally to the LOV core, are seen as dynamic processes important for 

signaling, but the relevance of this phenomenon in full-length proteins is unclear [2]. 

Nevertheless, we can state that, as a whole, the scenario for early signal propagation and 

transmission steps in LOV proteins, points to a general involvement and variations of a β-

sheet/helical cap mechanism on the LOV domain itself. 

Signal propagation and transduction mechanisms in BLUF proteins have been recently reviewed 

[31]. Recent structural information on full length RsAppA [32], combined with previous studies 

on other BLUF proteins, suggest that the β-sheet (in particular β5) and helices α3 and α4 (C-

terminal to β5 and flanking the BLUF core) are important for signal propagation. This is 

reminiscent of the β-sheet/helical cap mechanism depicted above for LOV domains. In KpBlrP1, 

BLUF is associated to an EAL domain with phosphodiesterase activity (hydrolysis of c-di-GMP) 

[33]. The KpBlrP1-BLUF is monomeric, whereas the full-length protein is dimeric and 

enzymatically active, regulated via allosteric communication between the two monomers [34]. 

Full length EcYcgF, structurally similar to KpBlrP1, also exists in a fast and temperature–

dependent monomer-dimer equilibrium: light excitation results in transient dimerization of the 

monomeric species, thought to be important for signaling [35].  
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An important concept has been aquired in recent times such that light is able to switch-on the 

LOV and BLUF domains, but a photoactivated photosensing domain does not necessarily 

correspond to an activated associated functional activity. Today we understand such processes as 

dynamic shifts in equilibria, e.g., the Jα-linker in the dark-adapted state of phot-LOV2 is “mostly 

docked” on the β-sheet surface and light activation of LOV2 shifts the equilibrium to “mostly 

undocked”: in other words, these kind of photoreceptors seem to possess also in the dark a 

constitutive activity of the associated function, i.e., they are intrinsically noisy [20], [36]. This 

issue is extremely important when LOV and BLUF proteins are exploited as photoswitches in 

optogenetics. 

Molecular downstream partners for bacterial LOV and BLUF proteins are known only for few 

cases (the reader is referred to recent literature on this subject [2], [20]). In the following 

paragraph we focus instead on biological roles of prokaryotic LOV and BLUF proteins. 

 

1.4 Photobiological responses mediated by LOV and BLUF proteins 

 

It is not yet possible to delineate a general concept about the physiological roles of LOV and 

BLUF proteins in bacteria: genome mining and structural/ functional studies in vitro proceed 

obviously much faster that photophysiological investigations, but some basic ideas are starting to 

emerge. BL seems to affect, through LOV and BLUF proteins, certain growth and metabolic 

patterns that imply differential gene expression, with relevance to complex phenomena such as 

cell adhesion and biofilm formation. A special attention is presently devoted to the role of these 

photoreceptors in animal and plant pathogens, but also in environmental and symbiotic bacteria. 

It is also emerging that in many cases Fl-Blues have both light-dependent and light-independent 

roles (see Figure 1.6 for selected examples and Table 1.1-1.2).  
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In Bacillus subtilis the LOV protein YtvA is a constitutive part of the stressosome, a large 

molecular hub that integrates environmental stimuli and initiates a signaling cascade, ultimately 

up-regulating the alternative transcription factor σB (σB) [37]. σB is one of the key components in 

the general stress response (GSR) and controls the transcription of 150-200 genes in B. subtilis 

[38]. In transformant cells overexpressing YtvA, GSR is readily induced by BL, but in WT B. 

subtilis the effect is more moderate and BL plays a role as stressor only if associated to an 

 

Figure 1.6. Examples of light-regulated in vivo effects for bacterial Fl-Blues, whose architecture is shown on the 
left: (a) A LOV protein from Listeria monocytogenes affects motility and growth patterns by activating the 
alternative transcription factor σB, acting together with other proteins and other signals [59]; (b) AppA from 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides senses BL through its BLUF domain and oxygen through its SCHIC domain; a 
simplified model for its action is presented on the right hand side (modified from [32]): AppA (blue squares) acts 
as an antirepressor for photosynthesis gene expression by binding the dimeric repressor PpsR (red circles), a 
complex that can also associate to DNA; illumination reduces the affinity of AppA-PpsR2 for DNA and an 
octamer of PpsR can bind to its target sequence, thus switching off gene expression. Increased O2 concentration 
favors PpsR8 binding. (c) A LOV-kinase from Pseudomonas syringae pv syringae promotes swarming motility by 
releasing the inhibition mediated by bacteriophytochrome 1 (BphP1) [52]. (d) Three similar BLUF proteins 
additively regulate the twitching motility of Acinetobacter baylyi in a light-dependent pathway [48]. 
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additional salt stress [39]. Mutagenesis studies in vivo have identified residues responsible for 

light-to-signal transduction [40] and a quantitative model has recently been built, correlating the 

photocycle dynamics in vitro with the efficiency of BL effects in vivo [41]. Nevertheless it is 

clear that YtvA also can exert light-independent effects [42].  

The important animal pathogen Listeria monocytogenes also bears a YtvA-like photoreceptor, 

Lmo0799 [43], that up-regulates σB in response to BL [44]. Lmo0799 is involved in colony 

differentiation under alternating dark-light periods [43] and enhanced invasiveness towards 

enterocytes [44].  

Besides L. monocytogenes prokaryotic LOV proteins are present in a large number of animal 

pathogens and they are considered to be involved in infectivity by influencing bacterial lifestyle. 

The first break-through publication about the physiological role of a bacterial LOV protein in a 

human pathogen was published in 2007, when Swartz et al. demonstrated that in Brucella abortus 

blue light stimulates infection of host cells through a LOV-HK [45] Other bacteria important for 

human health for which Fl-Blues have been demonstrated to play a physiological role. are the 

opportunistic pathogens of the genus Acinetobacter [46], [47], [48] and Escherichia coli [35] 

(Table 1.2). BLUF-dependent responses in bacteria appear to be related, in several cases, to the 

turnover of cyclic nucleotides, important second messengers in prokaryotes [49]. Besides few 

example of BLUF and LOV domains linked to AMP/GMP cyclase [50], a considerable number 

of these proteins are predicted to be involved in the turnover of di-c-GMP, a second messenger 

regulating, among others, the formation of biofilms, motility and virulence [51]. 

During the last two years investigations have been initiated also on plant pathogens aiming to 

identify a possible influence of bacterial photoreceptors (often resembling plant counterparts, 

such as phototropins and phytochromes), on responses related to plant-pathogen interactions, 

such as motility, adhesion to leaves, infectivity and virulence. As a whole, the results up to now 

available for LOV proteins in plant pathogens of the genus Xanthomonas and Pseudomonas 

indicate that, upon BL activation, they regulate motility and bacterial growth patterns, promote 

bacterial adhesion to plant leaves and inhibit certain aspects of virulence. The cross-talk with 

other photosensors is still largely unexplored, but is likely to play an important role both for 

bacterial lifestyle and virulence [52], [53], [54].  

Plant-bacteria interaction are also important for symbiotic relationships: in these cases, Fl-Blues 

seem to be involved in EPS (extracellular polymeric substances) and biofilm formation, and 

number of competent (N2 fixing) root nodules in host plants [55], [56]. 
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Other responses regulated by Fl-Blues in bacteria include positive phototaxis in Synechocystis sp. 

PCC6803, [31] and cell-cell attachment in Caulobacter crescentus [57] (see Tables 1 2). 

 

Table 1.1. Known photobiological effects mediated by LOV-proteins in bacteria.  

 LOV 

protein 

Blue light-regulated phenomena 

B. subtilis BsYtvA Activation of σB stress factora [39], [40], [41], [37].  

B. amyloliquefaciens YtvA-

like?  

Antifungal lipopeptide synthesisa [58]. 

L. monocytogenes Lmo0799 

(YtvA-like) 

σ
B –mediated invasiveness, swimming motility, salt 

stressa [44]; colony differentiation [59].  

R. leguminosarum LOV-HK Biofilm; EPSb; flagella; proliferation within roots; 

competence for N2 fixing [56].  

C. crescentus LovK Cell-cell adhesion [57].c 

E. litoralis EL222 Binding to DNA consensus sequences [60]. 

B. abortus LOV-HK Infectivity [45]. 

X. axonopodis pv. citri XacLOV Adhesion; virulence [53]. 

X. campestris pv. 

campestris 

 Growth [61]. 

P. syringae pv. tomato PstLOV Growth; motility (swarming); adhesion; virulence; 

invasiveness; σ factor gene expression [62], [54]. 

P. syringae pv. syringae PssLOV  Motility (swarming)d [52]. 

R. sphaeroides RsLOV Genes for photosynthesis and photo-oxidative stress 

under σF control [63]e 

 

a: additionally, red-light effects have been described; b: EPS = exopolysaccharides; c: co-regulation by cell-redox 
state; d: signaling network with bacteriophytochrome 1 (BphP1) protein; e: possible signaling network with AppA 
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Table 1.2. Known photobiological effects by BLUF-proteins in bacteria. 

 
BLUF 

protein 

Blue light-regulated phenomena 

R. sphaeroides RsAppA Photosynthesis gene transcription; [22]; integration of 

light and redox sensinga [32], [65], [69].  

Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 PixD/Slr1694 Phototaxis [31]. 

Acinetobacter  BLUF Surface motility; biofilm [47]. 

A. baumannii BLUF Virulence; surface motility; biofilmb [46]  

A. baylyi ADP1 BLUF Surface motility; biofilm b [47], [48],. 

R. palustris PapB Biofilm [55] 

E. coli YcgF Biofilmb [35], [70] 

 

a: possible signaling network with CryB [68] and a LOV protein [56]; b: co-regulation by temperature.  
 

Finally we refer to Rhodobacter sphaeroides, a paradigmatic example of how BL sensing relies 

on diverse Fl-Blues, interplaying with each other and being connected to other environmental 

stimuli. R. sphaeroides can switch between photosynthesis and aerobic respiration via a complex 

regulation mechanism that includes the BLUF protein RsAppA. AppA binds the dimeric 

repressor PpsR constitutively at low oxygen tension, whereas under fully aerobic conditions 

PpsR2 is released from AppA and binds to the promoter of certain photosynthesis genes, 

repressing their transcription [64]. These responses are light-independent, but at intermediate 

oxygen concentration, BL reduces the affinity of AppA for PpsR2 that can now bind to its target 

DNA sequence [32]. Thus, RsAppA integrates both BL and redox signaling [65]. Redox sensing 

relies chiefly on the heme binding SCHIC (Sensor Containing Heme Instead of Cobalamin) 

domain, possibly involving a C-terminal cysteine-rich sequence [66], [67] and the photoactive 

flavin bound within the BLUF domain [23]. Recently the RsLOV protein has been shown to act 

synergetically with RsAppA and to down-regulate the expression of genes involved in 
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photosynthesis and in photo-oxidative stress response under control of the σF factor [63]. As a 

further complication, an interaction between RsAppA and a Cry protein has been demonstrated 

[68]. Apparently, the activity of these systems in R. sphaeroides is aimed to maximize 

photosynthesis under favorable conditions and to reduce it if the risk of photooxidative damage is 

high (see Table 1.2). 

 

1.5 Spreading and evolution of Fl-Blues  

 

Despite their physiological role as photosensors in prokaryots is still poorly understood and has 

been established only for few cases (par. 1.4), the widespread occurrence of FL-Blues offers a 

unique possibility of exploring the evolution of  the light-sensing capability. In fact, the interplay 

between detrimental and beneficial effects of light and their impact in evolution is most evident 

in the UVA/Blue range. Potential damage to nucleic acids and photosensitizing effects, mediated 

by endogenous absorbers, are counteracted by stimulation of growth and photosynthesis [71]. In 

addition, BL penetrates deepest of all spectral qualities into a water column and constitutes a 

ubiquitous information source. BL is thus an ambivalent environmental factor: it represents an 

attracting light quality allowing activation of the photosynthetic apparatus and it is essential for 

the function of light-activated DNA-repairing enzymes [72]; on the other hand, ubiquitous 

porphyrins and flavins, the same cofactors that optimize respiration and photosynthesis, are 

powerful photosensitizers, mainly by forming toxic oxygen species [50].  

An extensive phylogenetic analysis on prokaryotic and eukaryotic LOV domains suggested that 

these protein modules are of bacterial origin and their genes must have undergone frequent 

horizontal gene transfer, massive gene duplication, and gene loss in prokaryots [73]. 

Environmental genomics or metagenomics is likely to rapidly change the scenario, with novel 

proteins discovered, as recently demonstrated with BLUF and LOV proteins [74], [75]. 

A recent survey showed that ca. 10-12 % of fully sequenced bacteria bear genes for LOV, BLUF 

proteins or both, and that a similar percentage of LOV proteins occur in Archaea [76]. BLUF 

proteins are up to now solely found in bacteria and protists, and in most cases these proteins 

consist of a stand-alone BLUF domain with flanking regions [50]. The same observation holds 

for metagenomes, for which in this case gene neighborhood analysis is probably the best tool to 

characterize novel functionalities. Mining in metagenome databases yielded also for the LOV 
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domains a relatively small number (ca. 230) of open-reading frames with signatures strictly 

conserved in this BL-photoreceptor domain [74], [77].  

Definition of a positive hit for a LOV domain turned out to be relatively difficult, as LOV 

domains share a great sequential and structural similarity with the ubiquitous PAS domains. In 

addition, an individual inspection of each marked sequence had to identify those amino acids that 

are essential for the photochemistry and stabilization of the chromophore in the binding pocket. 

One of the aim of this work was the optimization of the search algorithms for uncovering new 

LOV and BLUF proteins as an increasing number of prokaryotic genomes becomes available (see 

1.8).  

 

1.6 Advanced biophysical applications: microscopy, nanoscopy and 

optogenetics 

 

For LOV proteins, the fluorescence of the dark-adapted state, LOV447, allows applications in 

fluorescence imaging [78]. As fluorescence is lost upon formation of the LOV390 adduct, this last 

process can be annihilated by mutating the reactive cysteine. Such applications are becoming so 

feasible that a novel name as been introduced for LOV domains employed as fluorescent tools: 

FMN-binding fluorescent proteins (FbFPs). FbFPs have been originally designed such that the 

reactive cysteine is mutated into alanine and the system retains permanent fluorescence. This 

mutation can also increase ΦF from 0.2-0.3 to ca. 0.4 [79], [80]. Different to Green Fluorescent 

protein (GFP), the FMN fluorophore is formed also in anaerobic and microaerobic environments, 

FbFPs are thus ideally suited as fluorescent reporters of bacterial location or gene expression in 

obligate anaerobes, for example some opportunistic pathogens and facultative anaerobes. FbFPs 

have also been proposed as fluorescent tools to study fungine colonization of hypoxic niches 

during infections [78]. 

A small molecular weight (ca. 10 kDa) FbFP denominated iLOV has been designed for studying 

the dynamics of viral infections in plants and animal cells. Tagging viruses with GFP-derivatives 

often results in decreased infectivity and loss of FP through recombination events, due to the 

limited size of viral genomes and high recombination. The smaller size of iLOV seems to 

overcome this problem, allowing optimal packing within the genetic material of a virus. iLOV 
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bears several mutations beyond the Cys-to-Ala outlined above, aimed to enhance fluorescence to 

a ΦF = 0.44 and minimize irreversible photobleaching [81]. Other recent applications include 

real-time monitoring of O2 levels in Escherichia coli cells during batch cultivation [82] and of in 

vivo gene expression [83].  

 

As seen above, fluorescence is lost upon formation of the adduct LOV390. Since the latter is 

considered to be the biologically active (signaling) state, it may be stated that fluorescence is ON 

when the biological photoresponses are OFF, and vice versa, i.e., LOV447 and LOV390 can be 

labeled FluoONBioOff and FluoOFFBioON, respectively (Figure 1.7). 

Interestingly, an early report on the LOV2 domain from the phy3 receptor of Adiantum indicated 

that for this protein the light adapted species can be photoconverted in good yield to the dark 

adapted, fluorescent state, by shining near UV-violet light on the photoreceptor [16]: in other 

words LOV domains can be considered photochromic systems. The finding of photoswitching 

phenomena in LOV domain proteins went largely unnoticed and the potential of this property 

was almost completely unexplored. The availability of genetically encodable fluorescent 

reporters with photochromic properties is of fundamental relevance to super-resolution 

microscopy (nanoscopy) studies, based on the stochastic photoactivation of single molecules, like 

in FPALM [84] (see par. 1.7.1) 

It is also noted that LOV proteins have the potential to function at the same time as optogenetic 

tools (initiating a biological function, e.g., enzyme activities) and as photoswitchable proteins in 

superresolution microscopy, given the possibility to establish a photoequilibrium between the 

LOV447 and LOV390. Although this opportunity needs to be demonstrated in living cells, it 

represents a novel potential application of LOV proteins [12].  
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Figure 1.7. LOV domains biotechnology applications. The fluorescence of the dark adapted state can be exploited to 
engineer reporter genes. Blue-light excitation results in adduct formation, i.e., the signaling state, that may in turn 
regulate a variety of metabolic processes. This feature is exploited in optogenetics. The adduct is biologically active 
and non fluorescent (FluoOFF/ BioON), but the system can be driven into a photoequilibrium by means of violet/UVA 
light, with a very low yield for recovery of fluorescence. This photoswitching feature has potential application in 
superresolution fluorescence microscopy (nanoscopy) [12]. 
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1.7 Super resolution fluorescence microscopy 

 

Our knowledge regarding biological processes at the cellular and subcellular level had come from 

the ability to directly visualize them. Among the various microscopy techniques, fluorescence 

microscopy is one of the most widely used because of its two principal advantages:  

• specific cellular components may be observed through molecule-specific labelling; 

• light microscopy allows the observation of structures inside a live sample in real time. 

A comparison between different imaging techniques such as electron microscopy (EM) and 

conventional light microscopy, shows that the latter is limited by relatively low spatial resolution 

because of the diffraction of light. This diffraction limit, about 200–300 nm in the lateral 

direction and 500–700 nm in the axial direction, is comparable to or larger than many subcellular 

structures, i.e. they are too small to be observed in detail and in real time. In recent years, a 

number of “super-resolution” fluorescence microscopy techniques have been invented to 

overcome the diffraction barrier, including techniques that employ nonlinear effects to sharpen 

the point-spread function of the microscope, such as stimulated emission depletion (STED) 

microscopy [85], [86], related methods using other reversible saturable optically linear 

fluorescence transitions (RESOLFTs) [87], and saturated structured-illumination microscopy 

(SSIM) [88], as well as techniques that are based on the localization of individual fluorescent 

molecules, such as stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) [89], photoactivated 

localization microscopy (PALM) [90], and fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy 

(FPALM) [91] (Figure 1.8.). Thank to these methods we could yield an order of magnitude 

improvement in spatial resolution in all three dimensions over conventional light microscopy. For 

this, with these techniques it is possible to observe unresolved details of cellular structures and 

elucidate biological processes at the cellular and molecular scale. 
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Figure 1. 8: Riassumptive scheme of different optical microscopy with relative spatial and temporal resolution.  
 
In the following paragraph we analyze FPALM technique because we demonstrated that YtvA 

from B. subtilis, object of our studies, was a good probe for this imaging technique [17]. 
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1.7.1 Fluorescence Photoactivation localization microscopy (FPALM) 

 
This technique is based on stochastic activation of photoswitchable-fluorescent molecules 

localized with nm accuracy and builds a super-resolution image from many image cycles, using 

low level activation to create sets of well-separated spots from probes [84]. In particular probes 

used are photo-switchable fluorescent molecules – molecules that can be reversibly switched 

from non-fluorescent (off-state) to fluorescent (on-state) by stimulation of light with specific 

wavelengths for different imaging cycles. 

To achieve super resolution with stochastic activation it is necessary to have a microscope optics 

and a detector that must be able to detect very few photons, a fluorescent dyes and/or proteins 

that enable photoswitching, permitting stochastic activation. 

At the end it is important to obtain an analysis of thousands of images and their reconstruction 

into a super-resolved image [84]. 

The density of activated molecules in each single image must be kept very low, such that the 

images (in this case point spread function <PSF>) of individual fluorophores do not overlap, 

permetting single-particle detection. In each step of this imaging process a small number of 

molecules are activated, imaged and deactivated. Repeating this cycle creates a sequence of 

images in which most of the photo-switchable population will appear sequentially distributed 

over a large number of temporal slices, allowing for individual spot detection and localization. 

For PALM, the choice of the right photoswitchable fluorophores is critical because the speed of 

acquisition and localization accuracy of the techniques depend from them. Desirable fluorescent 

molecules should be extremely bright, have both a large absorption coefficient (ε) and quantum 

yield (QY) to allow for the detection of the maximum possible amount of photons per molecule 

(N).  

Non-overlapping of PSF's molecules and single-molecule super-resolution can be achieved by 

maintaining a good ratio between the amounts of photons emitted in the fluorescent activated 

state and the residual photons emitted in the non-activated state. Acquisition speed is dependent 

on the activation and deactivation rates of the fluorophores. 

Analysis and reconstruction are one of the major parts of PALM. Post-acquisition processing 

infer the characteristics of each molecule present in the large amount of images that constitute the 

dataset. In a typical experiment 1000–10 000 images are generated in which tens to hundreds of 
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particles are present in each frame. Although the acquisition by itself takes few minutes, the data 

analysis can take up to several hours.  

 

1.8 Our approach: novel BL-switched applications and novel 
investigation tools for Fl-Blues 

 

Fl-Blues are relatively newcomers in photobiology and photobiophysics, but exhibit several 

points of great interest. These range from their structure and function, to advanced applications, 

as detailed above. At the very beginning of our research work, it became evident that the LOV 

protein YtvA from B. subtilis is a photochromic system that could find application in FPALM 

(see par. 3.4 in Results chapter). The study and characterization of this property was performed 

with several approaches, that required the development of LED-assisted spectroscopy (steady 

state and time-resolved) to manipulate photochemical events, and data analysis to determine 

conversion QY for the violet-induced light-to-dark (LD) process ( see pars. 3.2-3.3). YtvA 

photochromism also allowed to measure fluorescence lifetimes under photoequilibrium 

conditions and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), thus avoiding artefacts coming from 

long-lasting measurements under BL (see paragraph 3.1). Photochromism could be studied both 

in vitro and in vivo, i.e. in cells overexpressing YtvA, thanks to the usage of an epifluorescence 

microscope (see paragraph 3.6). 

Given that Fl-Blues-based applications require optimization of photophysical and photochemical 

parameters and of the photocycle dynamics, we characterized with the same techniques a large 

set of mutated proteins, thanks to a collaboration with the Max Planck Institute for Chemical 

Energy Conversion that provided the samples (see paragraph 3.5). A further collaboration with 

the Italian Institute of Technology (IIT), led to the first applications of FPALM to cells 

expressing YtvA ( see paragraph 3.4). 

 

Biophysical applications and photobiology studies, require a continuos update of in silico search 

for novel Fl-Blues, providing both novel light-regulated functions and hints for the biological 

roles of these increasingly important photoreceptors We thus developed a search pattern that was 

proven to greatly facilitate and speed up the recovery of LOV and BLUF domains from genome 

mining (see paragraph 3.7.3). Further analysis led to the building of distance-trees evidencing 

clustering into phylogenetic and/or functionally related protein groups (see paragraph 3.7.2). 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Mutagenesis, protein expression and purification 

The His6-tagged proteins were provided by the lab of Wolfgang Gärtner, Max-Planck-

Institute for Chemical Energy Conversion (MH, GER). Briefly, mutations were induced by 

site-directed PCR using the QuikChange method (QuikChange II XL, Stratagene), as recently 

described [1]. Primers for PCR were designed by the “DNA-based” option of PrimerX 

(Copyright © 2003 by Carlo Lapid). PCR products were treated with the restriction enzyme 

DpnI (New England BioLabs) that especially digests methylated and hemimethylated parental 

DNA. Sequencing revealed that all mutations were successfully introduced. 

After transformation and expression in E. coli BL21 cells (induction by 0.4 mM isopropyl-β-

D-thiogalactopyranoside), the His-tagged proteins were purified via affinity chromatography 

(Ni-IMAC column, 4°C) with gradient elution (10 to 200 mM imidazole); after removal of 

imidazole, the samples were stored in sodium-phosphate buffer (10 mM NaCl, 10 mM NaPi, 

pH 8.0) at -20°C. Details of protein expression and purification are given in reffs. [1], [2]. 

 

2.2 Steady state and transient spectroscopy 

 

Absorbance spectra were recorded with a Jasco 7850 UV/Vis spectrophotometer. Steady-state 

fluorescence measurements were carried out with a Perkin-Elmer LS50 luminescence 

spectrometer.  

The fluorescence quantum yield, ΦF, of the bound flavin for the wild-type protein and the 

mutated ones was measured at 20°C, using FMN as standard (ΦF = 0.26) [3]. 

 

In laser flash photolysis experiments, photoexcitation was achieved with the third harmonic 

(355 nm) of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Surelite II-10, Continuum, Santa Clara, CA). The 

633 nm line of a He-Ne laser (NEC Corp., 10 mW) was used as probe source for transient 

absorption signals. The transmitted intensity of the cw beam was monitored by a preamplified 

(Avtech AV149) avalanche silicon photodiode (Hamamatsu, S2382). A 0.25-m 

monochromator (H25, Jobin Yvon) was placed before the photodiode in order to remove 

scattering light from the pump laser. The voltage signal was digitized by a digital sampling 

oscilloscope (LeCroy 9370, 1GHz, 1GS/s) (Figure 2.1). The sample was changed after each 
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flash. The data were handled and analyzed using Origin Professional version 8.5 (Microcal 

Software, Inc., Northampton, MA, USA).  

 

 

 

Figure 2. 1. Diagram of a Laser-Flash-Photolysis experiment.  

 

Arrhenius and Eyring plots for the dark recovery reaction of the photoadduct were built by 

recording the recovery of FMN fluorescence (λex = 330 nm, λem = 500 nm). The kinetics 

traces were fitted with a mono- or biexponential function, furnishing the recovery lifetime 

(τrec) as a function of temperature, in the range of the protein stability (11-25°C). Excitation 

was at 330 nm, in order to minimize secondary photochemistry leading to the formation of the 

photoproduct during recording of the traces [1]. 

Some experiments were performed with the aid of LEDs with emission peaks at 356 nm 

(LED356), 405 nm (LED405), and 465 (LED465) and FWHM of ∼ 25 nm (Roithner 

Lasertechnik GmbH, Vienna, Austria). LED465 and LED405 were used for complete dark to 

light conversion and to establish photoequilibrium, respectively. LED356 and LED465 were 

also employed to determine the quantum yield of adduct formation upon UVA and BL 

excitation.  
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The emission curves are reported in Figure 2.2 and calibration curves in Figure 2.3. In 

photoconversion experiments, the LED emission covered the whole volume of the solution 

inside the cuvette. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2. Emission spectra of LEDs used in the bulk photoconversion experiments. Magenta, LED356; purple, 
LED405; blue, LED465. 
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Figure 2.3. Calibration curves of used LED, 472 nm to induce fluorescence off, 405 and 356 nm to monitor 
photoconversion. 

 

To calculate yield of photoinduced light-to-dark conversion (ΦLD ) two methods have been 

applied:  

i. We define SO(YtvAD) and SO(YtvAL) as the spectral overlaps between the LED emission 

and the absorption spectra of the specified YtvAL and YtvAD variants. The value of ΦLD can 

thus be calculated under photostationary conditions (eq. 2.1) , under the assumption that the 

thermal (dark) relaxation of YtvAL to YtvAD is much slower than the light-induced reactions 

at high photon density:  

 

[ ]
[ ] DL

eq

eq

LD
YtvALYtvALSO

YtvADYtvADSO
Φ=Φ

)(

)(
    (eq. 2.1) 

 

where [YtvAL]eq and [YtvAD]eq are the concentrations of the two molecular species under 

photostationary conditions. These concentrations are determined from the absorption 

spectrum of the mixture, which can be described as linear combination of the pure YtvAL and 

YtvAD spectra under LED405 illumination.  

ii. Reverse reaction yields were estimated also by following the kinetics of establishment of 

the photoequilibrium under steady state illumination. In these experiments, we monitored 

fluorescence emission at 500 nm under 330 nm excitation. Starting from an YtvaL solution, 
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LED405 was switched on and the recovery of the fluorescence emission was followed. 

Saturation curves measured at different LED powers were analyzed using numerical solution 

of the rate equation (eq. 2.2). For details see par. 3.2 in the Results section. 

 

[ ] ( ) [ ] [ ]( )YtvADYtvAkAA
V

P

dt

YtvADd
totLDLDLDLD −+Φ+Φ−= 10ln

   (eq. 2.2) 

 

where P is the light power, V is the illuminated volume, AD and AL are the absorbances at the 

excitation wavelength (405 nm) of YtvAD and YtvAL, respectively, kLD is the rate constant 

for the reverse dark reaction and the concentration of YtvAD can be calculated with the 

knowledge that this is the only fluorescent state of the protein. 
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2.3 Fluorescence microscopy 

 

Fluorescence lifetimes were measured using a Microtime 200 from Picoquant, based on an 

inverted confocal microscope (Olympus IX70) and equipped with two SPADs (single photon 

avalanche diodes). Switch-off of proteins’ dark state was achieved by a 475 nm picosecond 

diode laser, also used as excitation for fluorescence emission. From lit state, proteins were 

switched on by a 405 nm picosecond diode laser, which also served as excitation for 

fluorescence emission. Fluorescence emission was split with a 50/50 splitter between the two 

detection channels and collected through matched bandpass filters (AHF, SMDEmitter HQ 

520/40) (Figure 2.4). The concentration of all proteins was 100 nM. SymPhoTime software 

(PicoQuant) was used for data handling and analysis. Data accumulation time was 2 minutes 

for all samples. We fitted experimental curves with a two exponential function in case of 

violet illumination and with one exponential in BL- illumination.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Setup of a fluorescence correlation experiment (PicoQuant). 
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The experimental setup described above allows us to reach a single-molecule condition,  in 

fact the presence of a pinhole in the confocal microscope focuses light in a detection volume 

of femtolitersr; concentration of samples is in the nM range, so it is possible to follow what 

happens to a molecule diffusing within the excitation volume. The parameters of primary 

interest are spontaneous intensity fluctuations caused by the minute deviations of the small 

system from thermal equilibrium [4]. Any molecular processes that causes alteration in the 

emission of the chromophore, from diffusion to triplet formation, can be monitored with high 

precision with FCS and characteristic parameters relative to these processes can be measured ( 

Figure 2.5). It is possible to obtain diffusion constants in aqueous enviroments, pH, viscosity, 

concentrations and parameters relative to chemical or photophysical reactions. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Molecular reactions that could cause alteration to fluorescence fluctuations: a) particle movements; 
b) conformational changes; c) chemical or d) photophysical reactions. Imaged modificated from [4]. 

 

Instead the fluorescence emission by E. coli colonies over-expressing YtvA was collected 

through an upright epifluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse E600) equipped with a 10X 

long working distance objective (Plan Fluor10X/0.30 DIC L WD 16.0). A 150 W Xe arc lamp 

(LOT-Oriel) was used as the excitation source. The white light intensity was modulated with 

a mechanical chopper (EG&G PARC 192) and entered into the epifluorescence excitation 

port through a fiber bundle. The filter cube allowed to excite the fluorescence emission by 
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390 nm light (Thorlabs MF390-18 excitation filter, Thorlabs MD416 Dichroic Filter) and 

collect fluorescence emission by YtvA through a proper emission filter (Thorlabs MF525-39) 

(Figure 2.6). The intensity modulated wide field fluorescence emission (collected over a ~ 2 

mm diameter area) was detected by a single channel photometer (model 814, PTI). The 

voltage output was fed into a dual channel lock-in amplifier (EG&G PARC, 5208) which 

allowed to efficiently reject the noise. The retrieved DC amplitude was recorded on a 

computer using an acquisition board (National Instruments 6013). Finally, actinic beams at 

465 nm (LED465) and 405 nm (LED405) were entered through the bottom port of the 

microscope. Maximum available power on the focal plane of LED465 and LED405 were 84 

µW and 8 µW, respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Absorption spectra of YtvA dark state (blue) and YtvA light state (pink), emission spectra of YtvA 
dark state (green) in the upper panel. In the second panel transmission panel of dichroic mirror (blue) and 
excitation and emission filter (respectively black and red).  

 

E. coli colonies in the growth medium are transferred from the Petri dish to a glass coverslip 

and measured immediately after. For studies on E. coli colonies soaked in a buffered solution, 

colonies in the growth medium were transferred to an 8-well plate with volume 500 µl (Lab-
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Tek) and then covered with 500 µL of a 10 mM phosphate buffer solution, containing 0.9% 

NaCl (W/V), pH=7.4. We measured fluorescence lifetimes of E. coli colonies using a 

Microtime 200 from Picoquant, based on an inverted confocal microscope (Olympus IX70) as 

described previously. We did two kind of experiments: i) we illumined E. coli colonies in the 

growth medium directly taken from Petri dish with BL and violet-laser and we fitted 

experimental data with two exponential; ii) we added to E. coli 50 µl of a 10 mM phosphate 

buffer solution, containing 0.9% NaCl (W/V), pH=7.4 and we observed possible differences 

from precedent condition.  

 

2.4 Laser Induced Optoacoustic Spectroscopy (LIOAS) 

 

For the LIOAS experiments, samples were excited using the frequency-tripled pulse of a 

Nd:YAG laser (SL 456G, 6-ns pulse duration, 355 nm, Spectron Laser System, Rugby, Great 

Britain). The cuvette holder FLASH 100 (Quantum Northwest, Spokane, WA, USA) was 

temperature controlled to ± 0.02 °C. The signal was detected by a V103-RM ultrasonic 

transducer and fed into a 5662 preamplifier (Panametrics Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). The 

pulse fluence was varied with a neutral density filter and measured with a pyroelectric energy 

meter (RJP735 head connected to a meter RJ7620 from Laser Precision Corp.). The beam was 

shaped by a 1 × 12 mm slit, allowing a time resolution of ~60 ns by using deconvolution 

techniques [5]. The experiments were performed in the linear regime of amplitude versus 

laser fluence, normally ~20 µJ/pulse (corresponding to 30 × 10-11 Einstein for 355 nm 

excitation, photon energy 337 kJ/mol). The sample concentration was about 15 µM, giving 

1.8 × 10-9 mol in the excitation volume V0 = 0.12 mL. These conditions correspond to a ratio 

of ca. 0.17 photons per protein molecule. New coccine (FLUKA, Neu-Ulm, Germany) was 

used as calorimetric reference [6]. The time evolution of the pressure wave was assumed to be 

a sum of monoexponential functions . The deconvolution analysis yielded the fractional 

amplitudes (ϕi) and the lifetimes (τi) of the transients (Sound Analysis 3000, Quantum 

Northwest Inc., Spokane, WA). The time window was between 20 ns and 5 µs.  

LED465 was placed on top of the cuvette in order to keep the sample in the YtvAL state, 

averaging then 100 shots. For detecting photoacoustic signals originating from YtvAD, we 

averaged 10 shots, stirring the sample to avoid appreciable accumulation of YtvAL. At the 

end of the experiments less than 5% of YtvAD was photoconverted, as proven by recording 

absorption spectra. 
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2.5 Fluorescence PhotoActivation Localization Microscopy (FPALM) 

 

FPALM measurements were carried out in the lab of Alberto Diaspro, at the Istituto Italiano 

di Tecnologia (IIT, Genova). FPALM imaging was performed on an inverted fluorescence 

microscope (NIKON TiE/B). An activation laser (Coherent CUBE 405-100mW) and a 

readout laser (Coherent Sapphire OPSL 488nm or Coherent Sapphire OPSL 561nm-200mW) 

lasers are coupled into a collinear path by a dichroic filter (Chroma Tech. Z488RDC). 

Imaging is performed using a 100x 1.4 NA Nikon objective lens on a back-illuminated 

electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Andor Ixon DU–897E–CS0BV) 

running at approximately 25 Hz (45 ms exposure time). Dichroic mirrors (Chroma, T505LP) 

and band-pass dichroic filters allowed selection of the emitted signal (Semrock BLP01-488R-

25). Analysis of localized molecules position and rendering of PALM images are performed 

using MATLAB (The Mathworks). The molecules position is found by means of a gaussian 

fitting procedure and the localization precision is calculated according to Mortensen et al. 

2010. Such a model provides an estimation of the localization precision taking into account 

also for the excess noise introduced by electron multiplying process of the EMCCD. Before 

the identification of single molecule events, a roll-ball background subtraction is performed to 

minimize the effects due to unspecific signal and autofluorescence. The rendering of the 

super-resolution image is obtained plotting the position of each single event as a gaussian spot 

with standard deviation corresponding to the calculated localization precision. Before the 

rendering of the final image, a filter on brightness and molecule dimension is applied and 

unsuitable events are rejected. E. coli cells were placed on a sterilized and Poly-L-Lysine-

coated glass slide. The bacteria were immobilized using 1% agarose gel as mounting medium. 
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2.6 In silico analysis 

 

In a first approach [7], prokaryotic LOV and BLUF proteins were searched by using the 

BLAST [8] network service at the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB) over all annotated 

prokaryotic genome sequences (completed or in progress), within the UniProt Knowledgebase 

(Swiss-Prot + TrEMBL) [9] databank using 1 as threshold. As seed sequences we used, 

respectively: 1) the LOV core of B. subtilis YtvA (accession number O34627) [10] the 

recovered sequences were further visually inspected for the presence of the substrate Cys62 

and of 10 super conserved residues found in LOV domains of demonstrated photochemistry; 

2) the BLUF domain of tll0078 (TePixJ) from Thermosynechococcus elongatus strain BP-1 

(accession number Q8DMN3); the recovered sequences were further visually inspected for 

the presence of residues corresponding to Tyr8 and Gln50, responsible for the photocycle 

[11].  

An improved search algorithm has implied the building of a sequence logo (see Figure 3.33 in 

3.7.3 paragraph of Results section) and the development of a sequence pattern. To build the 

sequence logos, prokaryotic and eukaryotic candidates for LOV and BLUF domains were 

searched by using the BLAST network service at the National Center for Biotechnology 

Information (NCBI), using the same seed sequences described above. From the recovered 

sequences a sequence logo was built for the two domains, employing 2000 sequences in each 

cases and removing those without aligned functional aminoacids, by using WebLogo [12] and 

Shannon’s entropy to quantify the uncertainty of positions [13]. From Logo we defined two 

patterns in Prosite language [14], in order to obtain a signature that may facilitate the BLAST 

search. The two patterns, that were then used to search for prokaryotic LOV and BLUF 

domains are:  

 

[NS]-x(2)-[FPGHSA]-x(4)-[GEQR]-x(9,11)-C for LOV domains;  

Y-x(21,27)-[NG]-x(8,9)-[LMVIFTK]-x(6,14)-[FALIYCV]-x(1)-Q for BLUF domains,  

  

where x is any amino acid. With these pattern we performed a search for LOV and BLUF 

domains over all annotated prokaryotic genome sequences (completed or in progress), within 

the non-redundant protein sequence database and the SwissProt/UniProt Knowledgebase, at 

the time point of October 31 of 2013 and using 10 as threshold for the PHI-BLAST algorithm.  
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Alignment of the recovered sequences was performed with ClustalX using BLOSUM62 as a 

protein weight matrix without negative values and 10 as gap opening penalty 0.1 as gap 

extension penality both for pairwise alignment and multiple one [15].  

Distance-trees were built based on the obtained alignments, employing MEGA5 [16] 

according to the neighbour-joining model. The resulting tree is unrooted, and does not 

provide information on a common ancestor for all sequences. Further the paths between 

internal and external nodes are not related to the evolutionary time, not yielding a temporal 

resolution, but only revealing information on changes of protein sequences and on their 

putative functions. 

The precise function of YtvA in B. subtilis wasn’t known so we performed a search in 

STRING database [17] to look for additional proteins with functional relationship with it. In 

particular this database found interactions that include direct (physical) and indirect 

(functional) associations. They are derived from four different sources:  

i) analysis of complete genomes in order to find sequence similarity with proteins of 

known functions; 

ii) description of experiments involving query- protein;  

iii) co-expression in same or different organisms of genes codifying proteins related 

functionally; 

iv) published articles.  
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3. Results 

3.1 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) and the 
fluorescence decay parameters 

 

In a first approach we performed Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) measurements 

in order to understand if YtvA in solution is a monomer or a dimer and to determine 

fluorescence lifetimes. One purpose was to determine diffusion coefficients. Initially we 

analyzed the C62S variant, that does not undergo BL-induced photochemistry. Fluorescence 

decay curves were best fitted with a two-exponential function (eq. 3.1), giving fluorescence 

lifetimes τ1=4.8±0.4 ns and τ2=2.9±0.4 ns, and the associated amplitudes A1 and A2 that 

appear to vary as a function of protein concentration (Figure 3.1).  
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+=    (eq. 3.1) 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 1. Top, comparison between the amplitudes corresponding to τ1 and τ2 (A1 and A2), as a function of 
C62S concentration; bottom, lifetimes as a function of [C62S].  
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We could see that the longer living component, A1, increases in percentage with protein 

concentration, while the shorter living component diminishes. The curves resemble a sigmoid, 

therefore they could reflect an equilibrium between molecular species or/and an artefact due 

to secondary photoexcitation for low concentrations and high laser power 

 

From FCS measurements we also noticed that A1 and A2 depended on the laser power: in fact 

we could see that at the lowest BL laser (472 nm) intensity, the longer-living component is 

larger than A2, whereas at higher power they are similar (Figure 3.2).  

 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Comparison between amplitude of the two transient varying laser power (above) and between time 
constants (below).  

 
Lifetimes remained constant, τ1=4.8±0.5 ns and τ2=2.9±0.4 ns consistent with values recorded 

at different protein concentrations. 

 

A similar behaviour has been reported for FMN in solution [1] at nanomolar concentration, so 

we performed the same set of measurements for FMN diluted in buffer and we found a similar 

laser power dependence at fixed concentrations of 10 nM and 100 nM exciting both with 472 

nm (“blue” laser) 405 nm (“violet” laser) (Figure 3.3).  
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Figure 3.3. Comparison between amplitude of the two transient for blue laser (above) and violet one (below).  

 
At very low laser intensity FMN displayed a fluorescence lifetime equivalent to those found 

with conventional single photon counting techniques, i.e. a single exponential with τ = 4.27-

4.67 ns [2], [3]. Therefore we concluded that the emergence of two fluorescence lifetimes is 

an intrinsic property of the FMN chromophore at high laser powers/too low concentrations, 

possibly due to photochemical degradation of the chromophore or secondary photophysics 

(i.e. excitation of the triplet state), although within the protein the situation can be 

complicated by the presence of subconformations and by the possible dissociation of FMN in 

the sub-nanomolar range. Indeed we obtained a single exponential in the case of YtvA-C62S 

only for low light intensities (0-1000 nW) and high concentration (above 0,1 µM) so we can’t 

obtain single-molecule state, we can’t measure autocorrelation function and we can’t find 

diffusion coefficient. 

 

After these preliminary experiments, we analyzed with FCS the fluorescence decay of YtvA-

WT, modifiyng the concentrations and the violet laser (405 nm) power in order to identify a 

suitable working region to avoid multiple excitation artefacts (Figure 3.4).  
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Figure 3.4. Fluorescence decay parameters for YtvA-WT as a function of protein concentration. 

 

In order to determine the fluorescence decay parameters we must work with concentrations 

around 50-100 nM and a low laser-power (190-1500 nW).  

Under these experimental conditions, it was feasible to determine fluorescence lifetimes and 

associated amplitudes for bound FMN, but it wasn’t possible to observe the autocorrelation 

function and to measure diffusion coefficients because there were present many contributions 

to fluorescence, it was difficult to discriminate them and we cannot reach single- molecule 

condition.  

Excitation with 472 nm led to a single exponential decay (τ=4.7 ns), possibly revealing a non 

photoconvertible fraction or free FMN. Violet light excitation (405 nm) induces a 

photoequilibrium with partial recovery of YtvAD fluorescence (vide infra): under these 

conditions the fluorescence decay is best fitted with a two-exponential function, giving 

τ1=4.6 ns and τ2=2.1 ns, with A1 = 33% and A2 = 67%. τ2  should thus be the fluorescence 

lifetime of FMN bound to YtvA-WT in the dark-adapted state. It is not clear whether τ1 

corresponds to free FMN, liberated at the low concentrations used or to a protein fraction that 

does not form the adduct.  

Measurements of fluorescence lifetimes with the confocal microscope-based methodology 

with violet-light induced photoequilibrium, appears to be more reliable than conventional 

single photon counting for slow-cycling LOV proteins, in that the conventional method 
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requires long measuring times and a larger amount of absorbed photons, thus forming 

considerable amounts of photoadduct and inducing loss of fluorescence intensity. 

 

3.2 From single molecule to steady state spectroscopy: 
photochromism of YtvA  

 

After BL illumination and accumulation of the photoproduct (light-adapted state YtvAL), it is 

possible to monitor the thermal recovery to the dark-adapted state (YtvAD) by recording 

absorption spectra at increasing time intervals (Figure 3.5).  

 

 

 

Figure 3. 5. Different absorption spectra for YtvA thermal recovery to the dark-adapted state, at different time 
interval (expressed in minutes). 

 

In order to check if YtvA is a photochromic system, we tried to induce and monitor YtvAL 

recovery to YtvAD by illuminating with leds emiting at 356 nm and 405 nm (in the following 

denominated LED356 and LED405). After few minutes, the system arrived at YtvAL-YtvAD 

photoequilibrium, where only a small fraction of YtvAD has been recovered (Figure 3.6) as 

evidenced by the difference spectrum (Figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3. 6. Absorption spectra taken with violet LED405 after t=5 minutes of illumination. 

 

Figure 3.7. Absorption spectra of YtvAD and of the photoequilibrium state reached after LED405 illumination.  

The yield of YtvAL-YtvAD photoconversion can be calculated under saturating conditions. 

The concentrations of both species are readily determined from a simple balance between 
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rates for forward and reverse photoreactions induced by photons of energy hν (h = Planck’s 

constant, ν = photon frequency): 

 

                                                        (eq. 3.2) 

                                              

 

To a first approximation, the back reaction rate of the thermal (dark) relaxation of YtvAL to 

YtvAD can be neglected in view of its very small value (kd LD ∼ 3 × 10−4 s−1 at 20 °C9), 

compared to light induced reactions at high photon density. ΦDL and ΦLD represent the 

forward and reverse reaction yields, respectively. Under this approximation, the reverse yield 

ΦLD can be estimated as:  
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 (eq. 3.3) 

 

where SO(YtvAD) and SO(YtvAL) are defined as the spectral overlaps between the LED 

emission and the absorption spectra of YtvAL and YtvAD, respectively and are represented as 

the shaded areas in Figure 3.8. These quantities represent the efficiencies of the molecular 

species in absorbing incoming photons. [YtvAL]eq and [YtvAD]eq are the concentrations of the 

two molecular species under photostationary conditions. These concentrations are readily 

determined from the absorption spectrum of the mixture, which can be described as a linear 

combination of the pure YtvAL (90%) and YtvAD (10%) spectra under LED356 excitation. 

Similarly, 9.7% YtvAD and 90.3% YtvAL are obtained under LED405 excitation. Taking 

into account the forward yields at 465 nm (ΦDL = 0.49) and at 356 nm (ΦDL = 0.3 ± 0.1, from 

photoacoustic data, see next paragraph), one obtains ΦLD = 0.049 from the photoequilibrium 

with LED405. A similar value results for the photoequilibrium with LED356, ΦLD = 0.046. 

 

YtvAD                          YtvAL

hν, ФLD,kd
LD

hν, ФDL
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Figure 3.8. Spectral overlap between the absorption spectra of YtvAD (blue), and YtvAL (black) and the 356 
nm (A, light pink) and the 405 nm (B, purple) LEDs. The spectral overlaps are represented as shaded areas with 
the contour coloured as the corresponding absorption spectrum.  

 

The spectra overlaps SO(YtvAD) and SO(YtvAL), highlighted as the shaded areas in the plots, 

can be calculated as the integrals of the products between LED emissions and the 

corresponding absorption spectra.  

The retrieved value for ΦLD is about tenfold lower than the yield for the forward reaction, and 

is also substantially lower than the figure reported for the LOV2 domain of phototropin [4]. 

The latter likely arising from an overestimate of the fraction of the dark state which is 

accumulated at photoequilibrium under near UV excitation. Reverse reaction yields can be 

estimated also by following the kinetics of establishment of the photoequilibrium, under 

steady state illumination [5], [6]. After collecting the kinetics at a given LED power, LED465 

was applied for 5 minutes to ensure complete recovery of the YtvAL state before submitting 

the sample to the following illumination cycle with a different power of either LED356 or 

LED405. When the near UV or violet light is switched on, fluorescence emission is 
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progressively recovered and, after some time, it saturates. The saturating level of fluorescence 

emission decreases as the LED power is increased, due to competition with the thermal 

relaxation of YtvAL to YtvAD. At high LED power the saturating level is independent of the 

LED power. The rate at which the saturating level is attained increases with the LED power. 

The above facts are consistent with bidirectional photoswitching between YtvAL and YtvAD 

induced by LED405 (LED356).  

The kinetic model adopted to describe the establishment of the photoequilibrium is detailed 

below [5], [6].  

The concentrations of YtvAD and YtvAL are indicated as D = [YtvAD], L = [YtvAL], YtvAtot 

is a constant equal to [YtvAD]+[YtvAL].  

The rate of change in D and L can be expressed as: 
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  (eq. 3.4) 

 

where Φ is the flux of incoming photons, V is the illuminated volume, AD and AL are the 

absorbances at the excitation wavelength (405 nm or 360 nm) of YtvAD and YtvAL, 

respectively, kLD
d is the rate constant for the reverse dark reaction.  

Since the following relations hold: 

 

dt

dD

dt

dL
−=  (eq. 3.5a)   

DYtvaLYtvaDL tottot −=⇒=+  (eq. 3.5b) 

 

we can solve only the rate equation for YtvAD.  

Since the fluorescence quantum yields for YtvAD and YtvAL are: 22.0, =Φ DF 0, =Φ LF . 

Then the fluorescence emission from a solution containing a mixture of YtvAD and YtvAL 

only arises from molecules in the YtvAD state.  
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 (eq. 3.6) 
 
Fluorescence intensity is fitted using the above expression, where D is obtained by integration 

of: 
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Which is further simplified by using: L=Ytvatot-D and considering that 
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 (eq. 3.7b) 

where P is the light power, V is the illuminated volume, thus the differential equation which 

accounts for the time course of the concentration of YtvAD becomes: 

[ ] ( ) [ ] [ ]( )YtvADYtvAkAA
V

P

dt

YtvADd
totLDLDLDLD −+Φ+Φ−= 10ln  (eq. 3.8) 

A similar relation holds for the concentration of YtvAL.  

Saturation curves measured at different LED powers were globally analyzed and fitted to the 

solution of the above rate equation by optimizing parameter ΦDL, the other parameters being 

known quantities. The global fitting of the kinetics recorded at several illumination powers ( 

Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10) afforded ΦLD = 0.06 ± 0.01 (LED356) and ΦLD = 0.05 ± 0.01 

(LED405), perfectly consistent with the determination from the photoequilibrium data. 

 

 

Figure 3. 9. Fluorescence recovery at different powers of LED405 violet led for YtvA- wild type (blue = 

thermal recovery, 0 mW; black = 0.15 mW, red = 1.70 mW; green= 3.24 mW; blue= 4.79 mW; cyan= 6.34 mW; 
magenta= 7.88 mW; yellow= 9.43 mW; olive green= 11 mW ). Light-adapted protein solutions were prepared by 
5-min irradiation with LED465 (T = 20°C, λex = 330 nm, λem = 500 nm).  
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Figure 3.10. Fluorescence recovery at different powers of LED356 UVA led for YtvA- wild type (black = 
thermal recovery, 0 mW; blue = 0.08 mW, green= 0.18 mW; red = 0.35 mW; olive green= 0.53 mW; blue= 0.7 
mW; cyan= 1.15 mW; yellow= 1.22 mW; magenta= 1.32 mW;). Light-adapted protein solutions were prepared 
by 5-min irradiation with LED465 (T = 20°C, λex = 330 nm, λem = 500 nm). 

 

The stability in spectral properties of the photoreceptor under steady state illumination is 

noticeably high, as confirmed by the data reported in Figure 3.11 where YtvA was repeatedly 

subjected to photoconversion cycles between YtvaD and YtvAL using LED465 and LED405, 

for about 3000 s. The change in the fluorescence emission (or absorption at 450 nm) after 

reactivation was very small indicating that irreversible bleaching was below 5 %.  
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Figure 3.11. Fluorescence emission (A, excitation at 330 nm, detection at 500 nm) and absorbance at 450 nm 
(B) of an YtvA solution subjected to repeated photo-bleaching/photo-reactivation cycles between YtvAL and 
YtvAD. YtvAL was generated with LED465 (2.7 mW) while YtvAD was partially regenerated with LED405 
(5.4 mW). Red solid lines are drawn to indicate the levels of the signals for the photoequilibrium mixture 
YtvAD/YtvAL (high fluorescence, high absorbance) and YtvAL (low fluorescence, low absorbance). The 
fluorescence emission at t =0 represents the signal for YtvAD. The drift in the absorption values is due to 
instrumental instability and not to bleaching of the chromophore, as indicated by the stability in the changes in 
absorbance between the D and L states. 
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3.3 From steady state to time-resolved spectroscopy 

 

UVA/Violet light-induced YtvAL-YtvAD conversion is further confirmed by nanosecond 

laser flash photolysis. Photoexcitation of YtvAL with 355 nm laser pulses leads to absorbance 

changes consistent with formation of the YtvAD state, with a kinetics falling below the 

resolution of the experimental setup, suggesting that this reaction proceeds from the singlet 

state, as proposed for the LOV2 domain of phototropin [4]. This photochemistry contrasts that 

of YtvAD which upon BL excitation forms a reactive triplet state within the time resolution of 

the experimental setup, with 0.6 quantum yield, that decays into the photoadduct on the 

microsecond time scale (Figure 3.12a) [7]. Additional evidence that 355 nm illumination 

leads to back conversion to YtvAD is provided by time resolved photoacoustic data. It was 

shown previously that 475 nm excitation of YtvAD is accompanied by a fast (lifetime below 

∼20 ns) contraction corresponding to triplet formation, followed by a slower (∼1.6 µs) and 

larger ongoing contraction [8]. The latter was interpreted as the formation of the adduct in 

YtvAL. A similar pattern of structural volume changes is observed, starting from YtvAD, 

with 355 nm excitation (blue curve in Figure 3.12b). The L-to-D photoconversion instead 

leads to a photoacoustic signal (magenta curve in Figure 3.12b) characterized by a fast 

(lifetime below ∼20 ns) and small expansion, ∆VLD = 0.55 ml einstein−1. Taking into account 

that the molar volume contraction for adduct formation (i.e. for the D-to-L conversion) is 

∆VR,DL = −6.2 ml einstein−1 ΦLD is readily calculated as the ratio ΦLD = ∆VLD/∆VDL = 0.04, in 

good agreement with the above estimates. 
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Figure 3.12. (a) Comparison between the absorbance changes measured at t = 7 µs after 475 nm excitation of a 
YtvAD solution (blue circles) (elaborated from [7]), the absorbance change measured at t =7 µs after excitation 
at 355 nm of a YtvAL solution (magenta circles), and the steady state absorbance changes between YtvAL and 
YtvAD (black solid curves). (b) Photoacoustic signal measured at Tβ=0 = 3.4 °C for the photocalorimetric 
reference compound (green, new coccine), and after photoexcitation at 355 nm of YtvAD (blue trace) and of 
YtvAL (magenta). 
 

These measurements in solutions indicate that YtvA is a photochromic protein that can be 

swiched between a fluorescent (YtvAD) and a non-fluorescent (YtvAL) state, by alternating 

blue and violet light illumination. 
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3.4 From the cuvette to a coverslip: super-resolution microscopy 

 

The photoswitching between YtvAD and YtvAL is observed also for molecules deposited on 

a coverslip, or expressed within Escherichia coli. We have exploited this property to perform 

sub-diffraction localization of individual molecules deposited on a coverslip (Figure 3.13) or 

in E. coli over-expressing wild-type YtvA. Collection and localization of individual 

fluorescent YtvA molecules is performed by imaging a layer of proteins. The layer was obtained 

by placing a drop (20 µl) of protein solution (100 nM) on a glass coverslip. Switching between 

the fluorescent and the dark state is obtained using a low-level 405 nm activation laser and a 

488 nm readout laser continuously running. Localization of YtvA molecules could be 

performed with an average precision of 18 nm.  

 

Figure 3.13. Single molecule collection and localization of YtvA. An immobile sample is obtained drying a thin 
layer of protein on a sterile glass slide and photoactivation experiments are performed using a PALM 
microscope. Panel A shows the behavior of the mean fluorescence intensity vs time when readout and activation 
laser are switched on. Single molecule regime has been obtained with a low-level 405 nm activation laser and a 
488 nm readout laser continuously running. The activation and excitation laser powers were at 0.35 kW/cm–2 
and1.7 kW/cm–2, respectively. Fluorescence emission recovery after 405 nm photoactivation can be described by 
the kinetic model for photoequilibrium and fitting afforded the same photoconversion yield retrieved for bulk 
samples (data not shown).Panel B shows a representative image of single molecules of YtvA. The number of 
photons collected for each molecule and the localization precision are reported in panels C and D, respectively. 
The analysis is performed after the collection and localization of approximately 12,000 events. Images were 
acquired with a frame rate of 20 frames s–1. Scale bar, 1 µm (B). 
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Super-resolution experiments are carried out by collecting and analyzing individual 

fluorescent molecules of YtvA, following the procedure previously reported for Fluorescence 

PhotoActivation Localization Microscopy (FPALM) [9]. 

FPALM images of living E. coli (Figure 3.14) show the intracellular distribution of YtvA 

molecules, with an average localization precision (35 nm) (Figure 3.15), similar to the one 

observed for the molecules deposited on a coverslip. A comparison between the conventional 

wide-field fluorescence image (Figure 3.14b) and the FPALM image (Figure 3.14c) shows the 

remarkable resolution improvement and clearly demonstrates the suitability of YtvA for 

super-resolution applications in cells, thanks to its photochromic properties. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.14. Super-resolution imaging of Escherichia coli over-expressing wild-type YtvA. Transmitted image 
(a), conventional fluorescence image obtained by adding the total signal from all the frames (b) and super-
resolution (FPALM) image (c) of a single E. coli cell. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.15. Localization precision of photons collected during the FPALM experiments described above. 
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From these experiments it appears that YtvA preferentially accumulates at the periphery of E. 

coli cells, nearby the membranes or the cells wall. It remains to be established if this is an 

artefact of the heterologous system of overexpression, that may lead to artifactual 

accumulation within inclusion bodies. 

Also Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) images under two-photon excitation 

(TPE) of living E. coli were acquired, showing fluorescent molecules with a lifetime around 

2.2 ns (the lifetime observed for bulk YtvAD solutions, see. paragraph 3.1 on FCS) clustering 

around a few spots (Figure 3.16).  

 

 

 

Figure 3.16. FLIM image of an E. coli cell. 
 

The spatial distribution is similar to the one observed in some of the FPALM images (Figure 

3.14). 
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3.5 Optimizing parameters for applications: mutagenesis studies 

 

3.5.1 Spectral parameters and fluorescence lifetimes 

 

Following the identification of two amino acids that are potentially UVA-absorbance 

regulators by sequence alignment of LOV domains (see Figure 3.34 in paragraph 3.7.1), 

positions 30 (threonine) and 37 (asparagine, YtvA numbering) were mutated. Whereas none 

of the mutations performed had a significant effect on the lowest energy transition I (λmax = 

448/475 nm), remarkable shifts in spectral properties are observed in the UVA range. 

Interestingly, the most significant changes are caused by T30 substitution with an apolar 

residue (A, V), whereas negligible effects are observed for mutations of N37 (Figure 3.17, 

Table 3.1).  

 

Table 3.1: Spectral parameters and fluorescence anisotropy (A). 

 a
Dark state 

Abs. maxima/nm
 

b
Fmax 

/nm
 

c
τF 

λex / nm
 

d
τF1/2 /ns 

(fraction 1/2) 

e
A 

λex /nm 

 UVA Blue  355 450 405 nm 355 450 

FMNaq 372 445/472 526 0.25 0.25 4.7/-- (1/--) < 0.01 0.01 

YtvA-WT 359s/375 448/475 497 0.16 0.22 4.6 /2.1 (0.33/0.67) 0.25 0.33 

N37C 359s/ 375 448/475 498 0.20 0.22 4.8/2.1 (0.89/0.11) 0.23 0.30 

N37F 358s/ 374 448/475 496 0.20 0.26 4.8/2.7 (0.47/0.53) 0.22 0.30 

N37V 359s/ 375 448/475 496 0.20 0.26 5.1/2.1 (0.73/0.27) 0.23 0.31 

T30A 354/ 370 448/475 496 0.22 0.25 4.8/2.1 (0.85/0.15) 0.20 0.30 

T30S 358s/373 448/475 497 0.28 0.27 4.4/2.2 (0.74/0.26) 0.24 0.31 

T30V 354/371 448/475 497 0.18 0.18 4.9/2.6 (0.72/0.28) 0.21 0.31 

T30V/N37C 354/372 448/475 497 0.17 0.16 5.0/2.2 (0.66/0.34) 0.26 0.32 

Q66H 358s/ 374 448/475 496 0.08 0.11 4.6/1.3 (0.60/0.40) 0.28 0.34 

Q66K 358s/ 374 450/476 499 0.21 0.27 4.6/2.7 (0.75/0.25) 0.22 0.32 

R63K 359s/375 448/475 497 0.20 0.22 4.9/2.5 (0.55/0.45) 0.23 0.31 
 

a
: shoulders (suffix “s”) /vibrational bands in the same transition are separated by a slash; b

: fluorescence 

maximum; 
c
: fluorescence quantum yield; 

d
: fluorescence lifetime with violet light-induced photoequilibrium 

(FCS); in parenthesis, the fractions associated to each component; e: A = fluorescence anisotropy. 
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This is also confirmed by the observation that the double mutation T30V/N37C produces 

spectral features virtually identical to T30V (Table 3.1). YtvA-WT exhibits a UVA maximum 

at 375 nm with a shoulder at ca. 359 nm, whereas in T30A/V the band is blue-shifted and 

resolved in two distinct peaks (λmax = 354/370 nm,  

Table 3.1, Figure 3.17). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.17. Absorption spectra of YtvA proteins in the dark-adapted state: a) T30A (black line), WT (red) and 
N37C (green); b) T30A (black line), N104A (red) and N94A (green). 

 

A similar blue-shift of the UVA transition was formerly reported for N94A (Figure 3.17) [10]. 

Interestingly, N94 is interacting with position 3 of the isoalloxazine ring, and is, as T30, 

directly in line with the calculated transition dipole moment for the UVA band [11]. Including 

two other positions into this investigation, Q66 and R63, we find that the transition I (blue-

light region) and the fluorescence maxima are solely and minimally affected by Q66K. 

Fluorescence anisotropy, that depends on the extent and rate of chromophore rotational 
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diffusion during the lifetime of the excited state, appears virtually unaffected by all mutations. 

Interestingly, Q66H has a much lower value of ΦF and a faster fluorescence lifetime, 

indicating a mechanism of dynamic quenching: this is possibly due to electron transfer from 

histidine to the flavin excited state [12]. Q66L and Q66P showed a very low chromophore 

loading and where not further investigated. 

Measurements of fluorescence lifetimes with the confocal microscope-based methodology 

gave a single value, τF=4.7±4.9 ns, under BL illumination and two values under 

photoequilibrium conditions with violet illumination: τF1=4.6±5.1 ns and τF2=1.3±2.7 ns 

(Table 3.1). The longer lifetime τF1 corresponds to a non-photoconvertible fraction, possibly a 

small amount of free FMN, given the identical fluorescence lifetime, whereas τF2 originates 

from the small percentage of protein molecules driven back to the fluorescent state by violet 

light [13] The shorter lifetime, τF2, should therefore correspond to the fluorescence lifetime of 

bound FMN, although we cannot exclude it is bound to the protein in a non specific 

manner/alternative conformation (Figure 3.18). 

 

 

Figure 3.18. Fluorescence decay of T30A under: a) violet illumination (405 nm), photoequilibrium condition; 
the best fitting is with a double exponential function (superimposed to the experimental curve), giving τF1= 4.8 
ns and τF2 = 2.1 ns; b) BL illumination (475 nm), giving a single τF1=4.6 (Table 3.1). 
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This method appears thus to be, for slow-cycling LOV proteins, more reliable than 

conventional single photon counting, in that the conventional method requires long measuring 

times and a larger amount of absorbed photons, thus forming considerable amounts of 

photoadduct and inducing loss of fluorescence intensity and two-exponential fittings of 

fluorescence decays as possibly being artifacts [7], [8]. 

 

3.5.2 Photocycle dynamics and efficiency 

 

All investigated mutated proteins formed a triplet state and a photoadduct with yields 

comparable to, or even higher than YtvA-WT (Table 3.2). The only exception again is Q66H, 

with a lower quantum yield (ΦDL) possibly due to quenching of the flavin triplet state by the 

introduced, nearby histidine via electron transfer [14].  

Table 3. 2: Triplet state properties and adduct formation efficiency. 

 aΦΦΦΦT
 b

τT /µs
 cΦΦΦΦDL 

ill. range =
 

dΦΦΦΦLD 

LED405 

   UVA Blue Photoeq. Kin. mod. 

YtvA-WT 0.46 1.8 0.32 0.49 0.049 [13] 0.050 [13] 

N37C 0.62 2.0 0.30 0.52 -- -- 

N37F 0.60 3.1 0.34 0.28 0.060 0.047 

N37V 0.54 2.3 0.36 0.58 0.100 0.044 

T30A 0.63 1.5 0.33 0.28 0.038 0.040 

T30S 0.45 0.8 0.28 0.40 0.046 0.040 

T30V 0.69 1.3 0.25 0.61 0.057 0.030 

T30V/N37C 0.63 1.3 0.26 0.51 -- -- 

Q66H 0.59 4.2 0.12 0.20 0.050 0.030 

Q66K 0.77 6.3 0.28 0.40 0.027 0.025 

R63K 0.51 2.2  0.23 0.40 0.080 0.100 

a: triplet quantum yield as determined by LIOAS based on the energy level of the triplet state as 200 kJ/mol; λex 

= 355 nm; b:triplet lifetime, flash photolysis, λex = 355 nm; c:as determined from the time-course of fluorescence 

bleaching induced by LED356 and LED465; YtvA-WT was used as reference, with ΦDL = 0.32 [13] and 0.49 [7] 

for UVA and BL illumination, from independent LIOAS and flash photolysis measurements. d: as determined 

from the from the photoequilibrium absorption spectra and from the kinetic model applied to rates fluorescence 

recovery as a function of LED405 power. In the latter case the average fitting error is 25%.  
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Interestingly, mutations at T30 tend to shorten the triplet lifetime, τT, probably reflecting the 

fact that at the triplet state level the protein microenvironment has started to respond to the 

modified electronic structure of the chromophore.  

Both mutations of Q66 considerably increase τT, in line with previous data that have suggested 

a role of the extended HB network in modulating the dynamics of the photocycle [10].  

 

LIOAS and fluorescence measurements indicate that UVA and violet light are able to induce 

a photoequilibrium in all cases investigated, as was previously demonstrated with YtvA-WT 

[13]. All mutated proteins exhibit photochromism, as underscored by the possibility to 

determine fluorescence lifetimes of bound FMN under photoequilibrium conditions (Figure 

3.18, Table 3.1).  

By means of absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy it is possible to directly visualize the 

UVA/Violet-inducible photoequilibrium and to estimate the value of ΦLD as previously 

demonstrated with YtvA-WT. This is done either by establishing a photoequilibrium and 

applying eq.3.3, or by following the kinetics of fluorescence recovery under violet light with 

different LED power and applying the kinetic model (eqs. 3.4-3.8). In some cases (N37C and 

T30V/N37C), the signal-to-noise ratio was not sufficient to allow the determination of ΦLD, 

but in general the protein variants investigated did not show a large deviation from YtvA-WT 

(Table 3.2). An example of fluorescence recovery curves and kinetic fitting is given in Figure 

3.19. 
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Figure 3.19. Fluorescence emission recovery of YtvA-T30S under violet illumination with LED405 (the arrows 
indicate increasing LED power, between 0.05 mW and 0.8 mW). Light adapted protein solutions were prepared 
by 5 min irradiation with LED465. T = 20 °C; λex = 330 nm, λem = 500 nm. 
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3.5.3 Kinetics of the thermal dark-recovery reaction 

 

The lifetime τrec for the completion of the photocycle (thermal recovery to the dark-adapted 

state with breakage of the covalent FMN-Cys bond) is in some cases considerably faster than 

in YtvA-WT, at 20°C (Table), e.g., for N37F/V, T30A/S, Q66H. Also other mutations have 

previously shown such a feature, e.g. R63K, N94A/S or Q123N (Table 3.3) [10],[15]. 

 

Table 3.3: Recovery kinetics, (20°C), and Arrhenius and Eyring parameters.  

 τrec,20°/s A/ s
-1

 Ea/kJ mol
-1

 ∆H
#
 /kJ mol

-1
 ∆S

#
/kJ mol

-1
K

-1 

YtvA-WT 6240 6.9 x10
14

 104 101 +0.031 

N37C 3300 5.7 x107 63 60 -0.10 

N37F 1470 6.5 x1012 90 87 -0.008 

N37V 930 1.15 x1011 49 76 -0.033 

T30A 1690 2.6 x1011 82 80 -0.034 

T30S 1625 8.4 x108 68 65 -0.082 

T30V 4280 4.9 x109 75 72 -0.067 

T30V/N37C 5260 2.2 x107 62 60 -0.110 

Q66H 1650 1.2 x1012 86 83 -0.022 

Q66K 2510 3.6 x1014 95 92 +0.006 

R63K 485 6.9 x 109 70 68 -0.065 

N94D 1250 3.4 x1023 151 148 +0.20 

YtvA-N94A 140 4.9 x1018 117 115 +0.10 

YtvA-N94S 300 7.2 x1015 103 100 +0.05 

YtvA-N104D 6890 4.9 x1016 115 112 +0.066 

YtvA-N104A 2250 4.0 x108 67 65 -0.09 

YtvA-N104S 1120 9.2 x1010 78 76 -0.043 

YtvA-Q123N 72 5.0 x109 65 62 -0.067 

 

The temperature dependence of the recovery reaction demonstrates that a faster photocycle 

may be related to a more favorable (larger) activation entropy or to a more favorable (smaller) 

activation enthalpy (Table 3.3, Figure 3.20). Although the phenomenon is complex, the 

relation between the activation entropy and enthalpy is linear, revealing a compensation, most 

probably related to the network of weak interactions within the cavity [10]. 
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Figure 3.20. Activation enthalpy-entropy correlation in the recovery reaction of YtvA-WT and mutated YtvA 
proteins. The mutations T30S and N94D give comparably short τrec with respect to YtvA-WT (see Table 3.3) but 
for T30S this appears to be linked to a more favorable (lower) ∆H#, whereas for N94D the faster kinetics is 
related to a larger ∆S#. 
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3.6 From vitro to vivo applications 

 

When a dark adapted E. coli culture (taken directly form agar plates and smeared on a 

coverslip) over-expressing YtvA (which is fully in its YtvAD state) is exposed to LED465, 

the fluorescence emission by YtvAD is reduced due to the photoreaction leading to the 

formation of the non-fluorescent adduct YtvAL. When blue light is turned off and cells are 

kept in the dark, fluorescence emission intensity increases with time, as a consequence of the 

dark relaxation to YtvAD. Figure 3.21 shows several subsequent dark relaxation kinetics 

following illumination of the cell culture for 5 minutes. In these experiments it is not possible 

to monitor the photoconversion of YtvAD to YtvAL upon LED465 illumination since the 

detection system was saturated by the fluorescence emission excited by the intense actinic 

beam. The kinetics of the dark relaxation is quite reproducible from cycle to cycle, with some 

loss (~10%) in the fluorescence emission level attained upon recovery of YtvAD.  
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Figure 3.21. Cyclic dark recovery of YtvAL to YtvAD in E. coli colonies overexpressing YtvA from agar plates 
and smeared on a coverslip, after illumination with LED465, monitored through fluorescence emission of 
YtvAD. The blue bars indicate illumination periods with LED465, black bars indicate that the colonies were kept 
in the dark. T=25°C. 

 

Control experiments on E. coli colonies overexpressing YtvA-C62S , for which the 

photocycle is inhibited, showed no modulation of the fluorescence intensity upon illumination 

(Figure 3.22), thus demonstrating that the observed cyclic effect is indeed related to the 

photochemistry of the photoreceptor. 
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As a further control, the fluorescence emission intensity by E. coli colonies not transformed to 

overexpress YtvA, was at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the level observed for 

transformed bacteria (Figure 3.22). 

 

 

Figure 3.22 The observed photoconversion is indeed related with the photochemistry of YtvA. When 
fluorescence from not transformed E. coli colonies are measured, the emission is very much weaker than for the 
transformed ones (black trace) and does not shown any photoconversion. When colonies transformed to express 
the YtvA-C62S, for which the photochemistry is fully inhibited, are measured , a strong fluorescence emission is 
observed which is not modulated by blue light. 

 

The first striking feature of the kinetics in Figure 3.21 is that under these conditions the 

relaxation becomes much faster than expected on the basis of previous experiments on 

purified proteins, which showed that in a homogeneous solution YtvAL relaxes to YtvAD 

with an exponential decay characterized by a lifetime of about 3000 s at 25°C. This difference 

can be appreciated in Figure 3.23 which compares the relaxation kinetics observed for the 

colonies smeared on coverslips (green curve) and for the purified protein in solution (blue 

curve). Furthermore, for YtvA molecules inside E. coli the dark relaxation is best described 

by a stretched exponential decay (
])/([ βτtey −= ), whose time constant and stretching 

exponent, reported in Table 3.4, suggest that YtvAL is much less stabilized, and that kinetics 

is characterized by a rather distributed nature. 
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Table 3.4.  Apparent time constants for the YtvAL to YtvAD relaxation at 25 °C.  

  τd (s) βd τw (s)  βw γ=τw/τd  

  Dried protein   Solution 

τ (s) 
Purified 

protein 

 250±20 0.70±0.05 - - 13 3200±50 

  Cells smeared on 

coverslip 

Cells soaked in buffer   

B. 

subtilis 

wt 360±10 0.70±0.05 4080±40 1 11 3200 

E. coli wt 263±3 0.51±0.01 2100±10 1 8.0 3200 

 R63K 275±38 0.56±0.05 312±12 0.94±0.05 1.13 246 

 N37C 286±5 0.6±0.1 912±2 0.811±0.002 3.2 1930 

 T30S 485±46 0.59±0.01 1209±2 0.991±0.003 2.5 1150 

 T30A 351 ± 28 0.62±0.06 592 ± 59 1 1.7 1027 

 N94A 80±30 0.5±0.1 120±30 1 1.5 85 

 N94D      599 

 N104D 290±20 0.66±0.04 1100±200 1.05±0.03 3.8 2780 

 N104A 140±40 0.5±0.1 620±10 0.98±0.02 4.4 1505 

 Q123N 64±2 0.56±0.05 74±7 1 1.1 32 (66%) 
71 (34%) 

 Q66H 242±32 0.64±0.03 753±56 0.98±0.02 3.1 1024 

 

β: coefficient of stretched exponential; γ=τw/τd ratio between apparent time constant of “wet” and “dry” 

conditions. 

 

When E. coli colonies are soaked in a physiological buffer (Na-phosphate buffer pH = 7.4, 

0.9% NaCl), the kinetics becomes much slower and comparable to the one observed for 

purified proteins in solution (red curve in Figure 3.23). In addition, the kinetics is much less 

distributed and approaches a pure exponential decay, with lifetime a bit shorter (~2000 s) than 

the one observed for YtvA purified in solution. 
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Figure 3.23. Dark relaxation of YtvAL to YtvAD, as monitored by the recovery of fluorescence emission after 
switching off LED465. Blue, buffered YtvA solution; red E. coli colonies overexpressing YtvA taken form agar 
plates and soaked in 10 mM phosphate buffer solution, containing 0.9% NaCl (W/V), pH=7.4; green, E. coli 
colonies overexpressing YtvA from agar plates, but smeared on a coverslip; cyan, YtvA solution dried on a glass 
coverslip. T=25°C. Black solid lines are the fit with stretched exponential relaxations except for YtvA solution, 
for which fitting was obtained with an exponential decay. 

 
The above experiments suggest a major effect of the cellular environment on the stabilization 

of YtvAD, which appears to be strongly modulated by the water content of the system. We 

thus decided to investigate the behavior of dried purified proteins.  

Figure 3.23 shows the kinetics of the changes in fluorescence emission by YtvA molecules 

dried on a coverslip, subject to illumination with LED465 or LED405, and subsequently left 

in the dark. Fluorescence emission is decreased by LED465 (LED405) illumination due to 

formation of YtvAL. Unlike the case of the experiments on E. coli cells, for dried proteins it 

proved feasible to follow also the kinetics of the forward YtvAD to YtvAL photoconversion, 

thanks to the much higher fluorescence signal of the sample, which required lower 

amplification at the photomultiplier on top of the photometer. Photoconversion to YtvAL is 

not complete under these experimental conditions, since the actinic blue light by LED465 

must be kept anyway at a low level to avoid saturation of the detection system. Hence, a 

mixture of YtvAD and YtvAL is always present in the state generated by shining blue light. 
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When left in the dark, fluorescence increases with time due to thermal recovery of YtvAL to 

YtvAD. It can be easily appreciated from Figure 3.24, that YtvAD recovery in the dark is 

attained through a rather fast decay, which is best described by a stretched exponential 

relaxation. The time constant and the stretching exponent are quite stable from cycle to cycle, 

and an average value is reported in Table 3.4.  
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Figure 3.24. Fluorescence emission by YtvA dried on a glass coverslip and subject to successive 
photoconversion (blue light illumination with LED465) and dark recovery cycles. Illumination and dark 
recovery cycles are indicated at the bottom of the figure by blue and black bars, respectively. The power of 
LED465 on the focal plane of the microscope was 19 µW. Red solid lines are the result of a best fit with a 
stretched exponential relaxation with τ= 250±20 s and β = 0.70±0.05. The black dotted line is the level of initial 
fluorescence emission by YtvAD. B. Fluorescence emission by YtvA dried on a glass coverslip and subject to 
successive dark recovery, YtvAD-to-YtvAL photoconversion (blue light illumination with LED465), YtvAL-to-
YtvAD (violet light illumination with LED 405). Illumination and dark cycles are indicated at the bottom of the 
figure by blue, violet and black bars. The power of LED465 and LED405 on the focal plane of the microscope 
were 19 µW and 7 µW, respectively. Red solid lines are the result of a best fit with a stretched exponential 
relaxation (τ = 170±10 s and β = 0.70±0.05 for the dark relaxation, τ = 100±5 s and β = 0.90±0.05 for the 
relaxation under LED405 illumination). The black dotted line is the fluorescence emission by YtvAD, the violet 
dotted line is the fluorescence emission by the mixture obtained with LED405. The emission by pure YtvAL is 
shown as a blue dotted line. The level was estimated by illuminating with high LED465 power (84 µW) and then 
measuring the resulting emission immediately after switching off the actinic beam. 
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The level of fluorescence emission reached after dark relaxation is not affected by 

illumination, indicating that photobleaching occurs to a minor extent. To allow for an easier 

visual comparison with the other experimental conditions, the dark recovery signal is also 

plotted in Figure 3.23 (cyan curve), along with the fitting with a stretched exponential decay. 

While the time scale for the relaxation is similar to the one observed for E. coli 

overexpressing YtvA, the kinetics appears less distributed, indicating a lower degree of 

stretching (Table 3.4). Experiments conducted by monitoring the absorbance changes at 436 

nm after photoconversion with LED465 demonstrate that the recovery of the YtvAD 

absorbance occurs with a stretched exponential relaxation which is very similar to the one 

retrieved by monitoring the fluorescence emission, with τ = 380±5 s and β = 0.62±0.05. 

Different data sets show some variability, most likely due to changes in water content of the 

sample, in response to changes in the ambient humidity. This is appreciable in the data 

reported in Figure 3. 24B, where data from similar experiments are reported. In this case, the 

dark relaxation was observed to occur with a slightly shorter time constant (Table 3.4). Figure 

3.24B also shows the effect of exposing YtvAL to LED405. Since the violet radiation is 

inducing both the YtvAL-YtvAD and YtvAD-YtvAL reactions, the observed relaxation time 

becomes shorter, and the process becomes more exponential, with a larger stretching 

exponent (Table 3.4). The equilibrium fluorescence level in this case is intermediate between 

those of YtvAD and YtvAL. 

Fluorescence decay curves were fitted with two exponential using blue light and violet light 

because landscape of cellular environment is very different from that one of protein solution 

and there is certainly free FMN so it must be consider (see Table 3.5).  

The obvious concern when working with hydrated cells is that when soaked in a buffer, even 

if isotonic and thus preventing cells rupture by trivial osmotic effects, cells may anyway 

release the photoactive proteins to the surrounding medium and thus expose them to an 

environment identical to the one experienced by purified proteins in solution. To rule out this 

possibility we have collected FPALM images of E. coli cells over-expressing YtvA, both 

direclty taken from agar plates and soaked in the isotonic buffer employed in the above 

experiments (Figure 3.25).The cellular distribution of the fluorescent proteins is similar in 

both cases, with accumulation of molecules near the cell wall. Although the background 

fluorescence emission outside the cells is substantial, the amount of photoswitchable proteins 

is a negligible fraction, demonstrating that leakage of the expressed YtvA is small. Thus, the 

amount of water of the environment outside the cells appears to influence the photocycle 
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dynamics for YtvA proteins located inside the cells, but not the cellular shape and YtvA 

localization. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.25. FPALM images of E. coli cells overexpressing YtvA taken directly from agar plates (A) and 
soaked in isotonic buffer (B).  
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3.6.1 Photoconversion studies on YtvA mutants 

 

The above empirical correlation between the dark relaxation time constant and level of 

hydration implies some major degree of coupling between the flavin fluorophore and the 

surrounding environment. FMN is effectively protected from interactions with solutes as 

demonstrated by the lack of quenching by molecular oxygen on singlet and triplet excited 

states (Aba Losi, unpublished). It is therefore important to identify specific amino acids 

surrounding the chromophore, which are capable of transducing the interaction with the 

solvent. We have previously developed several YtvA mutants at specific amino acids nearby 

the chromophore, which allowed to identify residues with large effects on the photocycle rate 

constants [16].  

We have taken the ratio γ between the time constants measured for bacteria soaked in isotonic 

buffer (τw) and smeared directly in coverslip (τd) as an indication of the sensitivity of the dark 

relaxation to hydration. For wt YtvA, γ has a value of about 10 when the dark relaxation is 

measured either in B. subtilis (γ=11) or E. coli (γ=8). A similar value is measured for the 

purified recombinant protein (γ=13). While all mutations appear to decrease the value of γ, 

some residue afford values close to unity, almost completely removing the effect of the excess 

solvent in the surrounding medium. Figure 3.26 shows the topological arrangement of the 

amino acids surrounding the FMN chromophore considered. Mutations which resulted in 

values of γ close to one are highlighted in red. A special place is held by Arg63, a residue 

which is located near the phosphate of the chromophore. When Arg63 is mutated to Lys, γ 

becomes 1, indicating that this is a very critical point for coupling the dark relaxation process 

to the solvent. Mutation R63K most likely leads to formation of a salt bridge between the 

phosphate and the Lys, thus inhibiting, or at least limiting, interactions with the bulk solvent. 
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Figure 3.26. Left. Closeup of the amino acids surrounding the chromophore investigated in this study. Right. 
Solvent accessible surface visualization of the protein with the chromophore in green and the amino acids 
considered in this study represented in capped sticks. 

 

We also measured fluorescence decay lifetimes for E. coli cells overexpressing YtvA and 

mutated YtvA-proteins  (Table 3.5). It is evident that, different from the situation with 

purified proteins, in vivo fluorescence decay are best fitted with a two-exponential function 

also in the case of BL illumination, probably due to a heteregoneus protein photoactivation 

pattern.  
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Table 3.5: time constants (in ns) of fluorescence decays for different mutants. 

 472 nm 405 nm 

 a
τF1/2 /ns 

(fraction 1/2) 

dry 

a
τF1/2 /ns 

(fraction 1/2) 

wet 

a
τF1/2 /ns 

(fraction 1/2) 

dry 

a
τF1/2 /ns 

(fraction 1/2) 

wet 

YtvA-WT 4.56 /1.98 

(0.35/0.65) 

4.71/1.67 

(0.41/0.59) 

4.35/1.77 

(0.35/0.65) 

4.62/1.66 

(0.41/0.59) 

C62S 4.48/2.34 

(0.42/0.58) 

4.85/2.76 

(0.49/0.51) 

4.86/2.15(0.4/0.6) 4.99/2.26 

(0.51/0.49) 

N37C 4.74/2.06 

(0.36/0.64) 

4.96/1.72 

(0.38/0.62) 

4.86/1.78 

(0.44/0.56) 

4.56/1.77 

(0.37/0.63) 

Q123N 4.69/1.7 (0.35/0.65) 4.87/1.62 

(0.48/0.52) 

4.79/1.49 

(0.43/0.57) 

5.07/1.43 

(0.44/0.56) 

T30A 4.68/1.76 

(0.44/0.56) 

4.54/1.68 

(0.48/0.52) 

4.75/1.76 

(0.48/0.52) 

4.76/1.27 

(0.49/0.51) 

T30S 4.55/1.93 

(0.46/0.54) 

4.71/1.53 

(0.43/0.57) 

4.71/1.86 

(0.41/0.59) 

4.63/1.66 

(0.48/0.52) 

N104D 4.91/1.71 

(0.39/0.61) 

5.14/1.63 

(0.42/0.58) 

4.87/1.49 

(0.45/0.55) 

5.08/1.46 

(0.46/0.54) 

Q66H 4.52/1.65 

(0.39/0.61) 

4.87/1.55 

(0.44/0.56) 

4.91/1.59 

(0.46/0.54) 

4.99/1.37 

(0.44/0.56) 

N94A 5.11/1.85 

(0.44/0.56) 

4.9/1.73 (0.45/0.55) 5.02/1.7 (0.45/0.55) 5.03/1.63 

(0.43/0.57) 

R63K 4.45/1.57 

(0.43/0.57) 

4.53/1.37 

(0.45/0.55) 

4.68/1.55 

(0.45/0.55) 

4.79/1.41 

(0.46/0.54) 
 

a
: fluorescence lifetime with violet light-induced photoequilibrium (FCS); in parenthesis, the fractions associated 

to each component. 
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3.7 In silico research and analysis of novel FL-Blues 

 

In this part of the work we tried to improve genome mining for uncovering LOV proteins 

within public databanks. Besides, we also performed search and analysis of BLUF 

photoreceptors and built distance trees for these two kind of prokaryotic photoreceptors.  

 

3.7.1 Protein search and distribution: patterns of super conserved 

residues 

 
A new search for FL-Blues obeyed more stringent criteria than the previous ones, [17] by 

employing a lower threshold during databanks blasting and by visually inspecting the 

recovered proteins not only for the presence of residues directly involved in photochemistry, 

but also for a series of conserved amino acids present in proteins for which photochemistry 

has been experimentally demonstrated. This criterion defined ten super conserved residues in 

LOV domains (Figure 3.27) and twelve in BLUF domains (Figure 3.28), six and seven of 

which, respectively, in close vicinity to the flavin chromophore (marked with triangles on top 

of the alignment). 

As a whole at June 2012 we recovered and analyzed 496 LOV proteins in 377 bacterial 

species/strains, 751 BLUF proteins in 558 bacterial species/strains; additionally, 24 LOV 

proteins are described in 17 Archaea (Appendix 1 signed in gray). The represented phyla 

include, to date: Acidobacteria (Acido), Actinobacteria (Ac), Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi group 

(Bact/Ch), Chlamydiae/Verrucomicrobia group (Verr), Chloroflexi (Chl), Cyanobacteria 

(Cya), Deinococcus-Thermus (DeTh), Firmicutes (F), Lentisphaerae (Lent), Nitrospirae (Nit), 

Planctomycetes (Pl), Spirochaetes (Spi), unclassified bacteria (U) and Euryarchaeota (EuA). 

In some, but not all of these groups, phototrophy (obliged or facultative) is present as 

anoxygenic photosynthesis (Acido, Bact/Ch, Chl, F, P), oxygenic photosynthesis (Cya), or 

microbial rhodopsin-based (Acido, Ac, Bact/Ch, Chl, DeTh, F, Cya, P, EuA) [19], [20]. 

However it should be noted that phototrophy does not necessarily imply the presence of 

photosensory receptors discussed here: as an example photosynthetic Firmicutes 

(Heliobacteria) and many cyanobacteria (eg. Prochlorococcus), do not possess kind of 

photoreceptors. 
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                                  Aββββ           Bββββ     Cαααα             Dαααα            Eαααα              Fββββ           Gββββ              Hββββ 
2V1A (Asphot1-LOV2)            cEEEEEEccccccEEEEEEHHHHHHHccccccccccccHHcccccccHHHHHHHHHHHHHcc-cEEEEEEEEEcccEEEEEEEEEEEEEEcccEEEEEEEEEEEE 

                                  ▼ ▼      ▼                       ▼▼▼ ▼▼        ▼  ▼▼  ▼          ▼ ▼       ▼ ▼ ▼              ▼▼▼ ▼   

Asphot1-LOV1  O49003 136-239   QTFVVSDASRPGHPIMYASAGFFNMTGYTSKEVVGRNCRFLQGSGTDPAEIAKIRQALANGS-NYCGRVLNYKKDGTAFWNLLTIAPIKDEEGRVLKFIGMQVEV 

Asphot1-LOV2  O49003 413-515   KNFVITDPRLPDNPIIFASDSFLQLTEYSREEILGRNCRFLQGPETDRATVRKIRDAIDNQT-EVTVQLINYTKSGKKFWNLFHLQPMRDQKGDVQYFIGVQLDG 

Acpphy3-LOV1  Q9ZWQ6 675-779   NSFIVVDALKPDFPIIYASTGFFNLTGYTSREVIGGNCRFLQGPDTNPADVASIREALAQGTGTFCGRLLNYRKDGSSFWNLLTIAPIKDDLGSIVKLIGVQLEV 

Acpphy3-LOV2  Q9ZWQ6 929-1032  KSFVITDPRLPDNPIIFASDRFLELTEYTREEVLGNNCRFLQGRGTDRKAVQLIRDAVKEQR-DVTVQVLNYTKGGRAFWNLFHLQVMRDENGDVQYFIGVQQEM 

Crphot-LOV1   Q8LPE0  20-123   HTFVVADATLPDCPLVYASEGFYAMTGYGPDEVLGHNCRFLQGEGTDPKEVQKIRDAIKKGE-ACSVRLLNYRKDGTPFWNLLTVTPIKTPDGRVSKFVGVQVDV 

Crphot-LOV2   Q8LPE0 213-316   QNFCISDPTLPDCPIVFASDAFLELTGYSREEVLGRNCRFLQGAGTDRGTVDQIRAAIKEGS-ELTVRILNYTKAGKAFWNMFTLAPMRDQDGHARFFVGVQVDV 

Otphot-LOV1   Q00TW1  28-132   DHTFTVCDATPDCPIVYASDGFLRMTGYAAAEVIGYNCRFLQGEKTNKNDVRELREAIKNGD-RWSVRLLNYKKDGTPFWNYLVVAPVKLADGTVVKYIGVQTDV 

OtLOV-HK      Q011Q5 110-213   EGITIADFSKPDQPLIYANIGFESMTGYSVQETLGKNCRFLQGPGTDLKELGKVRAAITKGE-ACTVVLKNYKKSGEEFMNQLSLTPIRDGEGNVMYYVGIQSDI 

VfAUREO1      A8QW55 157-320   QNFVITDASLPDNPIVYASRGFLTLTGYSLDQILGRNCRFLQGPETDPRAVDKIRNAITKGV-DTSVCLLNYRQDGTTFWNLFFVAGLRDSKGNIVNYVGVQSKV 

BsYtvA        O34627  25-126   VGVVITDPALEDNPIVYVNQGFVQMTGYETEEILGKNCRFLQGKHTDPAEVDNIRTALQNKE-PVTVQIQNYKKDGTMFWNELNIDPM--EIEDKTYFVGIQNDI 

LmYtvA        P58724  19-121   VGVIITDPEQKDNPIIFVNTGFENITGYAKEEALGSNCHFLQGDDTDKEEVAKIRHAINEKS-TANVLLKNYRKDGTSFMNELTIEPIYDDHE-HLYFVGIQKDV 

CcLOVK        Q9ABE3  33-136   MAMIVADATQPDIPIIFANDAFLRLTGYARDEVIGRNCRFLQGPDTDPKAIQAVRDALAAGE-DVAVDLLNYRKDGSPFWNALNMSPVRNDAGQLVYFFGSQVDV 

El368-LOV-HK  Q2NCA3  48-151   LAICISDPHQPDCPVVYVNQAFLDLTGYAREEIVGRNCRFLQGADTDPEQVRKLREGIAAER-YTVVDLLNYRKDGIPFWNAVHVGPIYGEDGTLQYFYGSQWDI  

El346-LOV-HK  Q2NB77  18-121   FSLTIADISQDDEPLIYVNRAFEQMTGYSRSSVVGRNCRFLQGEKTDPGAVERLAKAIRNCE-EVEETIYNYRADGEGFWNHLLMGPLEDQDEKCRYFVGIQVDM 

El222         Q2NB98  41-144   IASVVSDPRLADNPLIAINQAFTDLTGYSEEECVGRNCRFLAGSGTEPWLTDKIRQGVREHK-PVLVEILNYKKDGTPFRNAVLVAPIYDDDDELLYFLGSQVEV 

PpSB1-LOV     Q88E39  16-119   DGIVVAEKEGDDTILIYVNAAFEYLTGYSRDEILYQDCRFLQGDDRDQLGRARIRKAMAEGR-PCREVLRNYRKDGSAFWNELSITPVKSDFDQRTYFIGIQKDV 

PpSB2-LOV     Q88JB0  19-122   DGIVVAEQEGNESILIYVNPAFERLTGYCADDILYQDCRFLQGEDHDQPGIAIIREAIREGR-PCCQVLRNYRKDGSLFWNELSITPVHNEADQLTYYIGIQRDV  

NsAll2875     Q8YT51 449-552   NGIVISDAKLPHYPVIYVNSAFEQITGYKATEVVGRNCRFLLGNDTQQSAIEELRSALKAGK-NCKVILRNYRKDGSLFWNQLSVSPIYNDNGQLSHFIGIQTDI 

NsAlr3170     Q8YSB9 213-316   NGIVLTDANQPDNPIIYVNQAFETMTGYSAGEVIGQNCRFLQTNETDQP-LWELRSALREKK-ECHVIIKNFRKDGTEFWNELYIAPVFDSCEQLTHFIGVQNDI 

SeSL2         Q31NI4 381-484   NGVVIVDAIEPDMPVIYVNPAFERITGYSEAEMLGRNCRILQGNERDSLQIEEIHRGLSQAE-NVHVVIRNFRKDGQPFWNDLYISPIFNAQGNVTHFIGVQNDI 

SeSL1         Q31RU9  36-139   QGVAIADATHPDLILTYVNSAFKKLTGYNAAEALGKSCRFLQGSDRAQPGITTLRQAIRNGQ-ACEVVLRNYRKDGSLFWNQLTIAPITDGQGKVSHYVALQRDI 

pWThLOV       B5M445 442-545   LPITVVDVLAPDHPVVYVNPAFERLTGYGRDEVLGRNCRFLQGPETDQPALGQVREALRHGR-STTVVLHNYRKDGSRFINELHIAPVHDSHGRVTHFIGVQTDI  

BmLOV-HK      Q8YC53  32-135   MPMLITNPHLPDNPIVFANPAFLKLTGYEADEVMGRNCRFLQGHGTDPAHVRAIKSAIAAEK-PIDIDIINYKKSGEAFWNRLHISPVHNANGRLQHFVSSQLDV 

BaLOV-HK      Q2YKK7  32-135   MPMLITNPHLPDNPIVFANPAFLKLTGYEADEVMGRNCRFLQGHGTDPAHVRAIKSAIAAEK-PIDIDIINYKKSGEAFWNRLHISPVHNANGRLQHFVSSQLDV 

RlLOV-HK      Q1M667  38-141   MPMVVTDGRKPDLPIVLANKAFLELTGYPAQEVLGRNCRFLQGPATSPIAVAEIRAAIAGER-EVSVEILNYKKSGEQFWNRLHLSPVHGDDGKILYFFGSQIDM 

RsLOV         Q3J4A0  18-121   VALTLVDMSLSEQPLVLANPPFLRMTGYTEGRILGFNCRFLQREGENEQARADIREALSKGQ-ETQVVLRNYRFSGERFDNLLFLHPVGGSIGHPDYFLGSQFEL 

PstLOV-HK     Q881J7  33-136   MPMIVTDPNRPDNPIIFSNRAFLEMTGYTAEEILGTNCRFLQGPDTDPAVVQSIRDAIAQRN-DISAEIINYRKDGSSFWNALFISPVYNDAGDLIYFFASQLDI 

XacLOV        Q8PJH6  39-142   MPMTVTDPHLPDNPIVFANRAFLEMTGYAADEVIGNNCRFLQGPETDPASISDVRESIESRR-EFATEVLNYRKDGSSFWNALFISPVFDDKGNLVYFFGSQLDV 

NpBAT         Q3ITW5 157-260   VGVVVADPHEEDEPLVYINEAFERLTGYERHEVLGRNCRFLQGEDTNPEAVATIRQAVDDRR-PVSVELLNYRKDGEPFWNQLNIAPIRDDDGRVTHLVGFQTDI 

Np-LOV-HK     Q3IM51 141-244   VGISIADARKDDLPITYVNNRFVEITGYARAEVLGRNCRFLQGEATRDEPIAQLRAAIERGE-TATVELRNYRKDGTMFWNRVTVSPLKNHNGEVTHYIGFQEDI 

                                   : :       :   .  *  :* *     :  .*::*                   :  .:   : *:   *  * * . :  :           . * :  
 
Figure 3.27. Criteria for selecting photochemically competent LOV domains. Alignment of selected LOV 
domains with described photochemistry (with the exception of the two bottom lines, showing archaeal LOV 
domains, not yet characterized) and secondary structures elements detected for the indicated structure (PDB code 
2V1A9): E = strands, H = helices, c = unordered, loops, turns. Above, the most common nomenclature used. 
Triangles indicate residues interacting with the chromophore (within 4 Å distance); the white triangle denotesthe 
substrate cysteine involved in LOV-type photochemistry. The 10 super conserved amino acids are evidenced and 
marked with a * sign. : and . = high and low conservative substitutions respectively. From left: protein literature 
name, Uniprot code, aa interval encompassing the LOV core. As = Avena sativa;Ac = Adiantum capillus veneris; 
Cr =Chlamydomonas reinhardtii; Ot =Ostreococcus tauri; Vc = Vaucheria frigida;Bs = Bacillus subtilis; Lm = 
Listeria monocytogenes; Cc = Caulobacter crescentus; El = Erythrobacter litoralis;Pp = Pseudomonas putida; 
Ns = Nostoc sp. PCC 7120; Se = Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942; pWThLOV= bacterium enrichment 

culture clone pWThLOV; Bm= Brucella melitensis; Ba = Brucella abortus; Nostoc sp. PCC 7120;Rl = 
Rhizobium leguminosarum; Rs = Rhodobacter sphaeroides;Pst=Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato; Xac = 
Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri; Np = Natromonas pharaonis. LOV proteins of the ZTL/FKF1/LKP2 family, 
bearing an insertion in the Eα-Fα loop and binding FAD (flavin adenin dinucleotide) as chromophore, also have 
the ten super conserved residues, with the exception of LKP2 [18]. 
 
                                  ββββ1                αααα1              ββββ2       ββββ3          αααα2            ββββ4                     ββββ5 
2YRX (RsAppA)               cEEEEEEEEEEEcc--ccHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHccEEEEEEEcEEEEEEEEEcHHHHHHHHHHHHHccEEEccEEEEEEEE---ccccccEEEEEEEcc 

RsAppA     Q53119 15-111    DLVSCC▼RSLAAPDL--TLRDLLDIVE▼▼QA▼▼ARAQLTGALFYSQGVFF▼W▼EGRPAAVAE▼MT▼▼QR▼R▼▼SNVEILAE-EPRRFAGWH     ▼QLSCS 

EgPACαF1   P84739  55-152   QLRRLMYLSASTEPEKCNAEYLADMAHVATLRNKAIGVIRFLLYSSPFFFQVIEGTDEDLDFLFAKISADPRHERCIVLANGPC---TGRMYGEWHMKDSHI 

EgPACαF2   P84739 466-562   QLITLTYISQAAHP--MSRLDLASIQRIAFARNESSNITGSLLYVSGLFVQTLEGPKGAVVSLYLKIRQDKRHKDVVAVFMAPI---DERVYGTPLDMTSAT 

NgnPAC     I3QBE9 10-107    QYTRVQYVSLSTQG-VITEKIKSQILASSNKNNSKRHITGCLICVKDMFFQIIEGKTDDVENLYTTIVKDKRHNNVVCVDKSQFFNEEERMFPSWDMKSLDV 

RsAppA     Q53119 15-111    DLVSCCYRSLAAPD--LTLRDLLDIVETSQAHNARAQLTGALFYSQGVFFQWLEGRPAAVAEVMTHIQRDRRHSNVEILAEEPI---AKRRFAGWHMQLSCS 

RsBlrB     Q3IYE4  3-99     ELVSLTYRSRVRLA--DPVADIVQIMRASRVRNLRLGITGILLYNGVHFVQTIEGPRSACDELFRLISADPRHQEILAFDLEPI---TARRFPDWSMRIVSR 

SynSlr1694 P74295  2-98     SLYRLIYSSQGIPN--LQPQDLKDILESSQRNNPANGITGLLCYSKPAFLQVLEGECEQVNETYHRIVQDERHHSPQIIECMPI---RRRNFEVWSMQAITV 

TeTll0078  Q8DMN3  2-98     GLHRLIYLSCATDG--LSYPDLRDIMAKSEVNNLRDGITGMLCYGNGMFLQTLEGDRQKVSETYARILKDPRHHSAEIVEFKAI---EERTFINWSMRLVQL 

AbBlsA     A3M6V8  1-99     MNVRLCYASQRNEKNEDLLQDLRDILTEARDFNDLNGICGVLYYADNAFFQCLEGEQEVVERLFEKIQKDQRHYNIKWLCTYSI---DEHSFQRWSMKYVQR 

BegPAC     A7BT71  1-98     MMKRLVYISKISGH--LSLEEIQRIGKVSIKNNQRDNITGVLLYLQGLFFQILEGENEKVDKLYKKILVDDRHTNILCLKTEYD--ITDRMFPNWAMKTINL 

EcYcg      FP75990 1-97     MLTTLIYRSHIRDD--EPVKKIEEMVSIANRRNMQSDVTGILLFNGSHFFQLLEGPEEQVKMIYRAICQDPRHYNIVELLCDYA---PARRFGKAGMELFDL 

KppBlrP1   A6T8V8  1-98     MLTTLIYRSQVHPD--RPPVDLDALVHRASSKNLPLGITGILLFNGLQFFQVLEGTEEALESLFSEIQSDPRHRDVVELMRDYS---AYRRFHGTGMRILDL 

s AppA     Q53119 15-111    DLVSCC*R*LAAPDL-T--LRDLL:IVE:SQA* ARQ:  A*FYSQGV*.*WL**RPAAVAEVMTH*QR*R**SN   .          : :  

 

Figure 3.28. Criteria for selecting photochemically competent BLUF domains. Alignment of selected BLUF 
domains with described photochemistry, with the 12 super conserved amino acids in evidence.Underlined 
triangles denote the Tyr-Gln couple involved in BLUF-type photochemistry. See figure 3.27 for the remaining 
legenda.Eg = Euglena gracilis;Ng = Naegleria gruberi;Rs = Rhodobacter sphaeroides; Syn = Synechocystis sp. 

PCC 6803;Te = Thermosynechococcus elongatus; Ab = Acinetobacter baumannii;Beg = Beggiatoa sp. PS; 
Escherichia coli; Ec = Escherichia coli; Kpp = Klebsiella pneumoniae subsp. pneumoniae. 

 

Many soluble photoreceptor are modular, in that they bear quite often one or more associated 

effector and/or regulatory domain [17]. Functionally we can distinguish major groups of 

proteins including: histidine-kinases; phosphatases; GGDEF/EAL domains, involved in the 
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turnover of cyclic diguanylate, c-di-GMP (as diguanylate cyclase/phosphodiesterase 

respectively), and/or in protein-protein interactions; transcription factor of the helix-turn-helix 

family and chemotaxis proteins bearing MCP (Methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins) 

modules. Heme-binding domains are restricted to a few BLUF-protein, such as the SCHIC 

(Sensor containing heme instead of cobalamin) domain of Rhodobacter sphaeroides AppA 

[21] and some putative globin domains, e.g. in a LOV protein from Leptospirillum 

ferrodiazotrophum. Adenylate/guanylate cyclases are extremely rare, although they appear to 

be functional and light-regulated [22]. 

Standalone photochemically competent domains, without fused partners, also are quite 

common.  

LOV proteins show a large percentage of histidine kinases (HK) of the two-component 

system, a prototypical signal transduction device in Bacteria and Aarchaea, found with many 

variations in nature [23], [24]. Interestingly, there are no BLUF-based kinases. In this case the 

preferred associated domains are related to the metabolism of c-di-GMP (GGDEF and EAL) 

[25] (Table 3.6).  

 

3.7.2 Phylogenetic analysis and distance-trees 

 

Preliminary, we observe that there are some differences in bootstrap values in the three trees 

calculated from different distances, but most clusters are conserved. In general, from the 

calculated trees, we can see that most photoactive domains coming from organisms of the 

same phylum/ class, fall in the same cluster or are neighbours. There are also some clusters 

encompassing proteins from organisms of the same taxon, but belonging to different groups. 

We also observed some exceptions to this: for example gammaproteobacteria fall together 

with Bacteroides and Actinobacteria (Figure 3.29). Most of the proteins with the same 

effector domains falls in the same cluster, underscoring that clustering of photoactive domains 

may be related either to group affinities or to functional similarities. 

As initial step, for LOV domains we separately built the Archaea and Bacteria distance-trees 

to detect clusters. Then we joined the sequences of both groups and analyzed the total trees 

obtained from all prokaryotic LOV domains, including those from Archaea, whose presence 

do not appreciably affect bacterial clusters in that they remain segregated. Figure 3.29 

represents the tree obtained using p-distance; highly conserved clusters are shown 

compressed.  
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Figure 3.29. p-distance LOV domains tree. Only bootstraps values > 80 are shown. Color code: light green, 
Firmicutes and Cyanobacteria; red, alphaproteobacteria and Acidobacteria; magenta, betaproteobacteria; blue, 
gammaproteobacteria; Steel blue, epsilonproteobacteria and Spirochaetes; light gray, Deinococcus-Thermus; 
brown, Actinobacteria; gray, Nitrospirae; gold, Chloroflexi; purple, Euryarchaeota; green, 
Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi; cyan, Planctomycetes; navy, Lentisphaerae; yellow, Verrucomicrobia; purple, 
uncultured. 

 

The same analysis was applied to BLUF sequences to uncover similarity or differences with 

clusters identified in the overall LOV domains trees. We submit the trees obtained to 1,000 

bootstrapping cycles to test the accuracy of the branching patterns. The results is shown in 

Figure 3.30.  
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Figure 3.30. p-distance BLUF domains tree. Only bootstraps values > 80 are shown. Color code: light green, 
Firmicutes and Cyanobacteria; red, alphaproteobacteria and Acidobacteria; magenta, betaproteobacteria; blue, 
gammaproteobacteria; Steel blue, epsilonproteobacteria and Spirochaetes; light gray, Deinococcus-Thermus; 
brown, Actinobacteria; gray, Nitrospirae; gold, Chloroflexi; purple, Euryarchaeota; green, 
Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi; cyan, Planctomycetes; navy, Lentisphaerae; yellow, Verrucomicrobia; purple, 
uncultured. 

 

In the trees shown we took into account branches with a bootstrapping value > 40 instead of 

the usual 70 or 90%, because a considerable amount of information would be lost with a 

higher threshold. Proteins are indicated via the name of the organisms. In case of multiple 

domains presence in the same organism MEGA5 puts a default number succession referred to 

that of the comprehensive tables (see Appendix 1). 

It can be seen that bacteria having co-presence of LOV and BLUF domains, fall in the same 

clusters in both trees, showing that the evolution of these photoreceptors is to some extent 

parallel to phylogeny.  
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Notable clusters in LOV distance-tree 
 
All LOV domains from Firmicutes are clustered together except for P. polymyxa. The latter 

separation appears to be functionally driven: proteins from Firmicutes shows mostly two 

domains, LOV+STAS (Sulphate Transporter and AntiSigma factor antagonist) (Appendix 1) 

resembling YtvA from B. subtilis, whereas the LOV protein from P. polymyxa is a 

phosphatase of the SPOIIE type. Within the large YtvA-like cluster we can see two major 

sub-groups, corresponding to the majority of Bacillaceae and to Listeriaceae. LOV domains 

from B. megaterium, P. donghaensis and B. seleniti reducens complete this isolated cluster.  

Archaeal LOV domains also remain segregated, despite having different associated functions 

nevertheless limited to kinases and transcriptional regulators. 

Other phyla are not so markedly separated as the Firmicutes and the domain of Archaea, but 

the sequences examined appear in most cases to cluster according to the functional modules 

associated to the LOV domain. We give some examples in the following. 

Cyanobacterial LOV domains fall in four major clusters, indicated with green arrows in 

Figure 3.29. From the top, we found a first cluster mainly grouping complex and large 

GGDEF-EAL proteins, that constitute 60% of cyanobacterial LOV proteins, and a LOV-

cyclase from Microcoleus chthonoplastes. A second group is a functionally mixed small 

cluster (GGDEF/EAL and kinases). The third cluster includes simpler proteins built as 

RR+LOV+GGDEF (RR = response regulator). The fourth cluster groups the majority of 

cyanobacterial LOV-kinases. 

LOV proteins from Pseudomonadales have different functional domains and they fall 

accordingly in different clusters, P. syringae and P. savastanoi LOV-kinases are all together, 

whereas P. putida and P. mendocina have short-LOV and fall together with other gamma-

proteobacteria and are all short-LOV.  

As for Methylobacteriaceae, a class of alphaproteobacteria amongst the richest in 

photoreceptors, LOV domains (all linked to His-Kinase domains) appear to be separated 

according to protein architectures. The different clusters  are shown as large red points in 

Figure 3.29. Methylobacteria 1 and 5 enconpass proteins a LOV+Kinase structure; 

Methylobacteria 2 and 3 include LOV+Kinase+RR; in Methylobacteria 4 most proteins are 

build as LOV+PAS+Kinase.  
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Notable clusters in BLUF distance-tree 
 
The few Cyanobacterial BLUF domains, all belonging to the short-BLUF type, remain 

segregated. This is different to LOV domains, probably related to the many different 

functional and regulative domains associated within the full-length proteins in that case.  

BLUF domains from Methylobacteriaceae again form separated clusters: Methylobacteria 1 

and 2 contain short-BLUF proteins. Interestingly, the species pattern of BLUF-

Methylobacteria 1 coincides with LOV- Methylobacteria 3 (M. chloromethanicum, different 

strains of M. extorquens, M. populi, M. radiotolerans) There is also a large cluster 

encompassing Methylobacteria 3 and proteins from different proteobacteria classes.  

An interesting cluster is composed by various Bulkhoderiales (betaproteobacteria) with A. 

biprosthecum C19 which is a Caulobacterales alphaproteobacterium. Most species of this 

group have only BLUF proteins among the three classes analyzed here, with the exception of 

R. tataouinensis DSM 14655, O. bacterium IMCC9480 and M. petroleiphilum PM1 

(Appendix 1). Within this cluster we can identify two set of species equal to LOV-tree: B. 

bacterium JOSHI 001 is with R. benzoatilyticus JA2 and Acidovorax avenae ATCC 19860 is 

together with A. avenae sub. Citrulli AAC00-1.  

Another important protein architecture is built of BLUF+EAL domains. Klebsiella 1, 

Enterobacter, Pantoea 1,2, Klebsiella 2,3 and Escherichia/ Shigella contain protein of this 

kind and are together in a cluster with Citrobacter, Cronobacter, Rahnella and Erwinia. 

According to this structure there is also a little cluster formed by B. avium and F. aurantia.  

 AppA proteins built of BLUF+SCHIC domains are restricted to the various sequenced strains 

of Rhodobacter sphaeroides. Their BLUF domains segregate in a cluster denominated 

Rhodobacter 1 (Figure 3.30).  
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Comparison between distance and maximum parsimony trees 
 
To test the validity of distance-trees we use another method to obtain topology, namely the 

maximum-parsimony method [26] given the high degree of similarity among the sequences 

analyzed. Clusters that are conserved in both trees and that have high bootstrap values are 

considered reliable. In general clusters are quite conserved between the two types of trees (see 

Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32) but there are differences in the precise location of branches with 

lower bootstrap values (40-70%). This is expected because there we haven’t enough 

phylogenetic information so we can’t distinguish exactly among taxa. For LOV domains 

smaller cluster are conserved, having high bootstrap values in both types of tree, instead there 

are major differences in larger clusters. As for BLUF trees we can observe that most of small 

and large clusters are conserved. In general we can be sure of most of the branching patterns 

obtained, even if we haven’t enough information to discriminate particular dichotomies. 
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Figure 3.31. Maximum- parsimony LOV domains tree. Only bootstraps values > 80 are shown. Color code: light 
green, Firmicutes and Cyanobacteria; red, alphaproteobacteria and Acidobacteria; magenta, betaproteobacteria; 
blue, gammaproteobacteria; Steel blue, epsilonproteobacteria and Spirochaetes; light gray, Deinococcus-
Thermus; brown, Actinobacteria; gray, Nitrospirae; gold, Chloroflexi; purple, Euryarchaeota; green, 
Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi; cyan, Planctomycetes; navy, Lentisphaerae; yellow, Verrucomicrobia; purple, 
uncultured. 
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Figure 3.32. Maximum- parsimony BLUF domains tree. Only bootstraps values > 80 are shown. Color code: 
light green, Firmicutes and Cyanobacteria; red, alphaproteobacteria and Acidobacteria; magenta, 
betaproteobacteria; blue, gammaproteobacteria; Steel blue, epsilonproteobacteria and Spirochaetes; light gray, 
Deinococcus-Thermus; brown, Actinobacteria; gray, Nitrospirae; gold, Chloroflexi; purple, Euryarchaeota; 
green, Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi; cyan, Planctomycetes; navy, Lentisphaerae; yellow, Verrucomicrobia; purple, 
uncultured. 
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3.7.3 Optimization of sequence search: sequence LOGOs for LOV and 

BLUF domains 

 

Crucial step in phylogenetic analysis of photoreceptors is to obtain aligned sequences with 

corresponding aminoacids for fotochemistry. We tried to perform this first search using 

another algorithm which allows us to include criterion more stringent. We did database 

mining for prokaryotic Fl-Blues by using sequence logos and search patterns that significantly 

facilitate the search.  

Surveys in databases yield so-called sequence logos, obtained from an alignment of ca. 2000 

proteins (eukaryotic and prokaryotic), for each of the two photosensing domains (Figure 

3.33). It is evident that, beyond the essential presence of amino acids functional to the 

photocycle, other residues are highly conserved. From these residues we built sequence 

patterns that highly facilitated the subsequent search for prokaryotic LOV and BLUF 

domains.  
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Figure 3.33. Amino acids sequence logos [27], [28] for (a) LOV and (b) BLUF domains. The vertical axis gives 
the value of Shannon entropy expressed in bits, the horizontal axis lists the aa number of the primary structure. 
Colors of the one-letter codes are related to the hydrophobicity: blue, hydrophilic aa (R, K, D, E, N, Q) green, 
neutral (S, G, H, T, A,P), black, hydrophobic (Y, V, M, C, L, F, I, W). Orange arrows mark the beginning and end 
of the interval used to define the subsequent search patterns. 

 

Using PHI-BLAST and a threshold of 10 at point of 31 October 2013 we found 1390 LOV- 

proteins in 658 bacterial species/strains and 167 proteins in 82 archeal species instead 1705 

BLUF sequences in 453 bacterial species/strains. We reassumed our results in histogram in 

Figure 3.34.  
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Figure 3.34. Histogram of distribution for species bearing at least one LOV (red) or/and one BLUF (green) 
protein in the diverse phyla (for proteobacteria also classes are given). Spi = Spirochaetes; Verr = 
Verrucomicrobia; Lent = Lentisphaerae; Acido = Acidobacteria; DeTh = Deinococcus-Thermus; Bact = 
Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi; Nit = Nitrospirae; Pl = Planctomycetes; Cya = Cyanobacteria; Chl = Chloroflexi; Unc = 
Uncultured; P = Proteobacteria; Ac =Actinobacteria; F = Firmicutes; see Appendix1 for a detailed list.  

 

As for domains the LOV and BLUF scenario for the superkingdom of bacteria was very 

different but it is very similar to the first search presented above. Of the 1390 LOV proteins 

detected, ca. 50% are HK of the two-component systems [29], in some cases built with 

additional sensing and regulatory domains (Table 3.6). PAS domains, the superfamily to 

which LOV domains belong [30] are often present, possibly with a regulative function or 

further sensing function. About 18% bacterial LOV proteins bear GGDEF or GGDEF+EAL 

domains that act as cyclases and phosphodiesterases for c-di-GMP formation or hydrolysis 

[25]. Short-LOV proteins are present in about the same percentage, whereas 8,5% of the 

proteins are YtvA-like, solely found in the Firmicutes. Only 8 proteins carry a HTH motif for 

DNA-binding, in HTH+LOV or LOV+HTH arrangements, configuring one-component 

systems [31]. Also, 20 proteins are one-component systems where a LOV domain is directly 

linked to a response regulator (RR).  

Instead BLUF proteins are dominated by short-proteins (64%) and by the large occurrence of 

EAL domains (34%), putatively involved in c-di-GMP metabolism, sometimes these domains 

are degenerated and enzymatically inactive EAL domains, as illustrated above for YcgF in E. 
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coli [32] (Appendix 1). A notable new entry is a BLUF protein found in Enterococcus 

gallinarum, the first of this type in a member of the phylum Firmicutes.  

 

Table 3.6: major associated functions to prokaryotic LOV and BLUF domains.  

Bacteria
 

Tot. His-

Kinase
 

GGDEF 

/EAL 

Phosphatase
 

HtH RR
 

"Short" 

LOV 1390 704 

(51%) 

 250 (18%) 

(54) 

18 (1%) 10 (1%) 31 (2%) 258 (18%) 

BLUF 1705 - 580 (34%) 

(5GGDEF) 

(12 +) 

- 5(<1%) - 1098 (64%) 

Archaea      -  

LOV 167 107 

(64%) 

- - 51 (31%) 9(<1%) - 

 

In 162 species/strains both LOV and BLUF proteins are present. Some major examples of 

bacteria literally “packed” with LOV and BLUF proteins are given in Table 3.7. There are 

presently no hints about the molecular functioning of a possible BL-sensing network in these 

organisms. We recall that the largest co-presence of soluble photoreceptors in Bacteria is 

given by the LOV and bilin-GAF superfamilies [33].  
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Table 3.7: Examples of bacteria having multiple LOV and BLUF proteins in co-presence. 

 
Class (phylum) 

/order 

LOV proteins BLUF proteins 

Aureimonas ureilytica P(α)/Rhizobiales 2X LOV-HK 2 X short-BLUF 

Methylobacterium populi
a P(α)/Rhizobiales 

 

7XLOV-HK      

1 X short LOV 

2 X short-BLUF 

Sphingobium 

xenophagum 
P(α)/ 

Sphingomonadales  
2 X LOV-RR     1 X 

LOV-HK 
2 X short-BLUF 

Herminiimonas 

arsenicoxydans 
P(β)/ 

Burkholderiales 
3XLOV-

GGDEF/EAL 
1 X short-BLUF 

Methylomicrobium 

alcaliphilum 
P(γ)/ 

Methylococcales 
2 Xshort LOV   1X 

LOV-HK      
3 X short-BLUF       1 X 

BLUF-GGDEF/EAL 

 

a: all bacteria of the genus Methylobacterium are rich in LOV, BLUF and bilin-binding domains 
(see Appendix 1).  

 

Application of above outlined search criteria yielded 167 archaeal LOV proteins in 85 species 

of Euryarchaeota, belonging to the two classes of Halobacteria and, screened for the first 

time, Methanomicrobia. The most striking difference between archaeal and bacterial LOV 

proteins is that a large percentage (30%) of the halobacterial protagonists carry fused HTH 

effector domains (all from Halobacteria), whereas this motif is found in only 0.6% of all 

bacteria. The general architecture of these putative photo-regulated DNA-binding proteins is 

depicted in Figure 3.35 and can be generalized as (RR/GAF/ or 

PAS)+LOV+nPAS+kGAF+HTH, with n = 0-8, and k = 0-2, where: RR = response regulator, 

receiver domain; PAS (the same fold as LOV domains); GAF = domain found in cGMP-

specific phosphodiesterases, cyanobacterial adenylate cyclases, and formate hydrogen lyase 

transcription activator FhlA [34] (see Appendix1 for a detailed legenda). One of the detected 

arrangements closely resembles the Bat protein of Halobacterium salinarum, a redox- and 

putatively light-sensing transcription regulator that mediates production of bacteriorhodopsin 

in the purple membrane [35]. H. salinarum Bat bears a PAS domain lacking the reactive 

cysteine of canonical LOV proteins. The remaining archaeal proteins are LOV-kinases of the 

two-component systems [29], with solely RR, GAF and PAS domains as additional building 

units. We note that none of the archaeal LOV proteins have been investigated so far.  
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Figure 3.35. (a) General architecture for archaeal LOV-HTH proteins: in most cases a photosensing LOV 
domain is preceded by a response regulator (RR), a GAF or a PAS domain, and followed by a variable number 
of PAS (n = 0-8) and GAF (k = 0-2) domains; at the C-terminus of the protein, there is a DNA-binding domain 
of the helix-turn-helix (HTH) type. (b) One of the arrangements detected resembles the Bat protein of 
Halobacterium salinarum, a redox-sensing transcription regulator that has been reported to mediate production 
of bacteriorhodopsin in the purple membrane [35]. H. salinarum Bat has been described as a putative light-
sensor, but it does not bear the cysteine involved in the photocycle of LOV domains. 

 
The distance-tree built with archaeal LOV domains (Figure 3.36) again depicts a scenario 

different from the bacterial ones, for which major deteminants for group clustering were the 

effector/regulative domains associated to the photosensing units [33]. In the case of Archaea, 

LOV domains of Methanomicrobia cluster separately from Halobacteria, emphasizing the 

difference in metabolism and habitats for these two classes. It is still too early, nevertheless, 

to draw any stringent conclusion on the evolutionary history of LOV domains in Archaea, 

given that up to now only two classes are represented.  
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Figure 3.36. Unrooted distance tree for archaeal LOV domains, obtained with the neighboring-joining 
algorithm. On the nodes we report the bootstrap values >80; red branches are related to Halobacteria; purple 
lines mark Methanomicrobia that cluster separately as a class.  
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3.7.4 From sequence to function: hints from in silico analysis 

 

In the following we report a STRING analysis of YtvA from B. subtilis, to search for 

functional relatives and gain further hints for its function within the cell. STRING is a 

database that includes known and predicted protein-protein interactions, of functional and/or 

physical origin [36] (see paragraph 2.6 in Materials and Methods). From STRING analysis we 

found actually that YtvA is strictly related to (Figure 37):  

• rsbT (133 aa), a switch protein/serine-threonine kinase that controls the activity of the 

stressosome providing the crucial link between the upstream module (communication of 

environmental stress) and the downstream module (integration of the environmental 

signals with signals of energy stress) that compose the signal transduction pathway 

controlling the altyernative transcription factor σB. RsbT phosphorylates and inactivates 

its specific antagonist protein rsbS thanks to its serine kinase activity. Upon 

phosphorylation of rsbS, rsbT is released to stimulate rsbU, a PP2C phosphatase, thereby 

initiating the signaling cascade; 

• rsbS (121 aa), an antagonist of rsbT and a negative regulator of σB activity. Non- 

phosphorylated rsbS binds to rsbT, preventing its association with rsbU. It requires any 

one of rsbRA, rsbRB, rsbRC or rsbRD to sequester rsbT. When rsbS and the rsbR 

paralog(s) are phosphorylated, they release rsbT, which can then bind and activate rsbU; 

• rsbP (403 aa), a serine phosphatase and a positive regulator of σB activity. It 

dephosphorylates rsbV in response to an energy stress; 

• rsbU (335 aa), a serine phosphatise and a positive regulator of σB activity. It 

dephosphorylates rsbV in response to environmental stress conveyed from the rsbXST 

module; 

• rsbV (109 aa), an anti-anti-sigma factor (antagonist of rsbW) and a positive regulator of 

σ
B activity. Non- phosphorylated rsbV binds to rsbW, preventing its association with σB. 

Once phosphorylated, rsbVreleases rsbW, which is then free to complex with and 

inactivate σB; 

• rsbX (199 aa), a serine phosphatase and a negative regulator of σB activity. It 

dephosphorylates rsbS and plays a role both in maintaining low σB activity during growth 

and in reestablishing prestress σB activity after induction. It could have a negative 

feedback role by indirectly communicating σB protein levels; 
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• rsbQ (269 aa), a regulator of RsbP phosphatise and a positive regulator required for 

energy stress activation of the σB transcription factor. It could be required for rsbP 

phosphatase activity; 

• rsbW (160 aa), a serine-protein kinase RsbW and a negative regulator of σB activity. It 

phosphorylates and inactivates its specific antagonist protein, rsbV. Upon phosphorylation 

of rsbV, rsbW is released and binds to σB, thereby blocking its ability to form an RNA 

polymerase holoenzyme (E-σB). 

 

 

 

Figure 37. Network between YtvA (or pfyP =photoactive flavin yellow protein) and proteins related to it by 
genic neighbourhood (green lines), by gene fusion (red lines), co-occurrence (blue lines) and text-miming (olive-
green).  

 

The proteins more linked to YtvA are rsbT, rsbS and rsbP, that are involved in the first steps 

of stressosome-mediated responses. We could observe that genes codifying proteins involved 

in stessosome’s response are co-expressed with high sequence conservation (black squares) in 

Bacilli but also in other Firmicutes (O. iheyensis and Listeriae) (Figure 38). In others 

organisms belonging to different phyla there isn’t co-expression of genes and homology of 

sequence (pink or white squares).  
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Figure 38. Co-presence of genes in prokariotic genomes.  

 
These genes are also neighbour in Firmicutes DNA so we can say that they are probably 

functionally related (Figure 39). Furthermore they are the sole organisms with YtvA-like 

proteins built with a LOV and a STAS domain. We can conclude that combination of these 

proteins is specific for Bacilli and for Firmicutes in general. 
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Figure 39. Neighbourhood of genes.  
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4. Conclusions 

 
The multiple approach employed in this work to study Fl-Blues, has brought to several novel 

results, opening at the same time new questions and future perspectives.  

 

Photochromism of the LOV protein YtvA from B. subtilis has been fully characterized here, 

including the associated quantum efficieny and the first super-resolution measurements in 

living cells. The broad variety of LOV domains, with respect to their photocycle dynamics 

and functional roles, make this class of photoreceptors promising tools for the above depicted 

applications, clearly shown here for YtvA [1]. This is especially advantageous when taking 

their small size and their high thermal and photochemical stability into account (Figure 3.11 

in par. 3.2 Results section). Although super-resolution experiments reported here exploited 

just the wild type photoreceptor expressed in Escherichia coli, it can be seen that the 

localization precision of ca. 35 nm obtained with YtvA is at least comparable to those 

reported for photoconvertible GFP-derivatives. The development of chimeric structures with 

suitable peptides will allow labelling specific cellular structures. Furthermore, given that LOV 

proteins are hypoxia tolerant, different to the chromophore of GFP that needs oxygen to 

develop [2], YtvA and other LOV domains could be employed for super-resolution 

experiments also in anaerobic or microaerobic cells/compartments. A further development 

could be represented by the detection and localization of these novel bacterial photoreceptors 

within their natural hosts, that would be of great help in understanding their functions and 

relevance. In addition, these biological photoreceptors exhibit double application potential: 

besides being tools for super-resolution microscopies, their photo-switching ability, if 

connected to an on-/off-regulation of fused enzyme activities (as found naturally occurring in 

many photoreceptors), opens perspectives for new paradigms in optogenetics (Table 3.6). 

Photoinduced switching between the YtvAD and YtvAL states allows controlling the activity 

of the photoreceptor and it is foreseen that tuning of photochemical and fluorescence emission 

yields by engineered mutations, will improve control of the functional states of coupled 

enzymatic units.  

 

This tuning attempts have been initiated in this work, with the analysis of several mutated 

YtvA proteins (par. 3.5). To try to optimize optical parameters and photocycle dynamics, we 

mutated amino acids interacting with FMN, several of which affect the dynamics of the 

photocycle and, in some cases, the quantum yields of adduct formation (Tables 3.1 and 3.2). 
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A net of hydrogen bonds formed around the chromophore by polar amino acids, had been 

previously shown to largely modulate the photocycle of YtvA [3]. Here we identified an 

amino acid localized in close vicinity to the C(7a) atom of FMN (T30 in YtvA), i.e. at the 

apolar part of the isoalloxazine ring, as a major determinant for the spectral features of the 

LOV protein YtvA in the UVA range [4] (Figure 3.17). Its substitution with an apolar residue, 

such as alanine, converts a typical Asphot-LOV2-like spectrum into a LOV1-like spectrum. 

N37, although important for the duration of the photocycle as previously reported for the 

equivalent N425 position in Asphot1-LOV2 [5], does not seem to be involved in spectral 

tuning.  

The quite large blue shift in the UVA range, induced in YtvA by T30A and N94A 

substitutions, is in line with the solvatochromic analysis of FMN (i.e. blue shift in the UVA 

range with decreased HB-donor ability of the microenvironment) and with the proposed 

polarization directions for transition II, ca. 350-375 nm [6], [7]. (Figure 4.1). 

 

N37

T30

Q66

Q123
N104

N94

 

Figure 4. 1. Graphics of the binding cavity in YtvA-LOV (dark adapted state, PDB accession number 2pr5), 
showing the three residues modified in this work (T30, N37 and Q66) in white; in red, the three polar amino 
acids form a HB network around the polar part of the isoalloxazine ring in YtvA-LOV that were the subject of a 
previous investigation [3]. The calculated polarization directions of the low-energy ππ* transitions are also 
shown, blue, I with λmax at ca. 450 nm; violet, II with λmax at ca. 350-375 nm [6], [7]. 
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The advantage of a mutation at T30 over N94 for tuning the spectral properties of YtvA (or 

other LOV domains), is the larger stability of the proteins in the former case, comparable to 

YtvA-WT; N94 is instead important for chromophore stabilization and is, accordingly, part of 

a pool of 10 super conserved amino acids within the LOV series. A survey of literature data 

confirms that, in the majority of cases, LOV proteins having a threonine at the position 

corresponding to T30 in YtvA, exhibit indeed the same UVA pattern, with a maximum at ca. 

375 nm [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], whereas a serine, an alanine or a valine in 

that position results in a phot-LOV1 pattern with a double 350-370 nm peak [8], [13], [16], 

[17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. There is at least one exception of this 

observation, namely, the recently published LOV protein from Listeria monocytogenes that 

has a threonine in position 30, but still exhibits a 350-370 nm UVA pattern [27]. 

The ability to tune spectrally LOV domains might be important for advanced biotechnological 

applications with such proteins [28], [29], with special emphasis on spectral separation 

between the dark-adapted state and the adduct, an important aspect to maximize 

photochromicity [1]. Interestingly, for mutations investigated in this work, the absorption 

maximum of the adduct is barely affected, also in the case of T30A. Nevertheless, mutations 

at T30 apparently do not affect the value of ΦLD that is solely increased for R63K, suggesting 

that localized structural factors might be involved in the process. Surely, for further studies on 

the photochromism of LOV domains, a wider range should be of proteins should be employed 

in order to identify criteria for optimization of ΦLD. We note that all examined variants exhibit 

photochromism and can be brought into a violet/UVA induced photoequilibrium.  

 

Since applications depicted above are supposed to be performed in vivo, we started a set of 

measurements, to follow YtvA photocycle in E. coli over-expressing the protein. It could be 

observed that the dark recovery of dark-state is much faster than for purified proteins and that 

the process is non-exponential. Soaking cells in a physiological buffer, resulted in a recovery 

kinetics very similar to that of purified proteins (Figure 3.23 and Table 3.4in par. 3.6 ). In 

other words, hydratation seems to affect the photocycle of YtvA expressed in cells.  

E. coli cultures over-expressing mutants of YtvA have been also analyzed, pointing in the 

same direction of a clear drop in the rate constant with decreased hydration levels. Not 

surprisingly, the mutations affect the HB network and hence are possibly changing the 

response to the level of hydration. This analysis is still in fieri and proposes interesting 

considerations both from the chemical-physics and applicative points of view. Finally, we 

note that photoequilibrium-based measurements of fluorescence lifetimes with the confocal 
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microscope-based methodology, appear to be, for slow-cycling LOV proteins, more reliable 

and much faster than conventional single photon counting. The latter requires in fact long-

lasting measuring times and a larger amount of absorbed photons, thus forming considerable 

amounts of photoadduct and inducing loss of fluorescence intensity possibly inducing 

artifacts during fitting of fluorescence deacy curves [12], [30]. Furthermore the methodology 

reported here has turned to be applicable also to cell cultures. 

 

From the in silico analysis we recovered a scenario that underscores the large presence of 

soluble photoreceptors in the prokaryotic world, even if our knowledge of the physiological 

role of LOV and BLUF proteins in prokaryotes remain sparse [28]. Novel genome projects 

have recently brought in some hints as for the functional role of Fl-Blues, that still remain to 

be largely demonstrated [31]. From this phylogenetic analysis we can try to draw some 

conclusions about the evolution of the LOV and BLUF photosensing paradigms. Clustering in 

the distance-trees built according to sequence comparison among the photoperceptive 

domains, seems to be dictated by two intermixed factors: group proximity and full-protein 

architecture, i.e. associated effector/regulative domains (Figures 29, 32). The first factor is 

actually quite loose, and works well only in segregating YtvA-like proteins of the phylum 

Firmicutes (Figure 3.29) and of the superkingdom Archaea in the LOV-domains tree (Figure 

3.35). In particular archeal distance-tree indicates that for LOV domains clustering occurs 

mainly according to groups, and not in relation to putative molecular functions, that is instead 

a prominent feature for bacteria [31]. LOV domains of Methanomicrobia cluster separately 

from Halobacteria, emphasizing the difference in metabolism and habitats for these two 

classes. It is still too early, nevertheless, to draw any stringent conclusion on the evolutionary 

history of LOV domains in Archaea, given that up to now only two classes are represented. 

Instead, within the superkingdom bacteria, the second factor seems to play a major role, less 

evident for BLUF proteins that are mostly constituted of standalone photosensing domains. 

This observation may explain the reported incongruencies observed between the LOV and 

SSU rRNA phylogenetic trees, and the scattered distribution of LOV domains [32]. It can be 

seen that bacteria having co-presence of LOV and BLUF domains, fall in the same clusters in 

both trees, showing that the evolution of these photoreceptors is to some extent parallel to 

phylogeny. 

Up to now we can say that proteins containing LOV and BLUF domains are extremely 

modular, could have diverse functions in different organisms and could be part of disparate 

pathways of evolution. Roughly speaking, BL seems to operate both as a stress factor and as a 
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source of environmental information able to elicit adaptative responses in metabolism, growth 

patterns, and interactions with other organisms. The functional domain linked to LOV and 

BLUF are very different from each other, so we can formulate the hypothesis that they tend to 

be specialized in different metabolic pathways. This observation is important not only to 

understand evolutionary and specialization pathways, but also for optogenetic applications 

because it has turned to be very useful to have natural systems able to perform and activate 

different actions in cells [33]. 

We have also tried to accelerate the homology search of these domains since the ever growing 

information of genomic information calls for more elaborate tools to screen new genomes 

(and metagenomes) for the presence of BL-photoreceptor genes and the identification of their 

genomic neighborhood. Here we have proposed search patterns based on a sequence logo 

(Figure 3.33), that is built by identifying conservation of aminoacids in a definite position of a 

linear chain. Though still in its infancy, search criteria are now being developed that allow a 

more sophisticated search for potential photoreceptors, and also allow suggesting scenarios by 

which BL-photoreceptors have an impact on the gene regulation. The usefulness of such 

search criteria has been demonstrated here for the first time for Archaea in which a manifold 

of BL-sensing photoreceptors could be identified. None of these archaeal species have been 

probed so far for their response to and lifestyle changes caused by blue light. It has now to be 

accepted that the generic stress response mechanisms, well studied in several bacterial 

species, have now to be extended to blue-light environmental inputs for diverse prokaryotic 

organisms [34].  
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